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1 Introduction 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a powerful experimental method to probe the atomic short 
range order of crystalline and non-crystalline condensed matter. The distinct fine structure of the energy 
dependent X-ray absorption coefficient found above an absorption edge contains element specific 
information about the local atomic and electronic structure. Experimental advances and the high X-ray 
intensity over a broad continuous spectral range  available synchrotron radiation sources led to the 
development of Quick scanning EXAFS (QEXAFS), which progressively pushed the acquisition time 
of a single X-ray absorption spectrum from tens of minutes down to the sub-second regime [1,2,3,4]. 
By means of this method, the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and the extended X-ray 
absorption fine structure (EXAFS) can be acquired continuously with a high repetition rate. Not only 
does QEXAFS boost techniques which require a large number of spectra, such as XANES mapping or 
tomographic XAS [5,6], it also, and more importantly, adds time resolution to XAS on a very useful 
scale. This unique combination of element sensitivity, time resolution and the high penetration depth of 
hard X-rays makes QEXAFS an invaluable tool for in-situ investigations of chemical reactions. 
Applications originate from a broad field of various disciplines including catalysis research, energy 
research including e.g. batteries and solar cells, material science, corrosion science, environmental 
science and more [7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. 
The main concept of QEXAFS is to record the absorption spectrum on-the-fly while the 
monochromator performs uninterrupted successive energy scans. In contrast to conventional XAS, 
which executes a scan in a repetitive start stop procedure at discrete energy values, dead times are 
completely eliminated leading to a significant reduction of the acquisition time per spectrum. QEXAFS 
with conventional monochromators typically reach the sub-minute time scale and is widely available at 
synchrotron radiation facilities worldwide. However, when aiming at the sub-second time regime highly 
specialized monochromators, detectors and data acquisition systems are required. 
A hard X-ray monochromator used in XAS applications essentially exploits Bragg’s law of X-ray 
diffraction. Energy scans are performed by rotating a single crystal thus altering the Bragg angle which 
defines the reflected photon energy. To obtain absorption spectra using the QEXAFS method, the Bragg 
angle, from which the photon energy is derived afterwards, is measured synchronously with the 
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absorption of the sample, while the monochromator crystal is in continuous oscillatory motion [14,15]. 
Following this concept, in particular the monochromator and the data acquisition system need to be 
optimized for this specific task. A dedicated QEXAFS monochromator therefore incorporates 
specialized drive mechanics to enable the oscillatory motion of the monochromator crystal. As part of 
this work a new concept of a QEXAFS monochromator based on a direct drive torque motor was 
developed and two monochromators have been realized [16]. The first device was installed at the 
SuperXAS beamline at the SLS (PSI, Switzerland) in January 2015 [4]. It is in user operation since then. 
The second device was build for the P64 beamline at PETRA III (DESY, Germany). Both beamlines 
are discussed in section 2.2.2. The new drive mechanics allow oscillation frequencies of up to 50 Hz, 
which corresponds to 100 spectra per second. Also owing to the capabilities of the new drive, the build 
monochromators are the first dedicated QEXAFS monochromators, which are equipped with two 
different channel cut crystals to extend the accessible photon energy from about 4 keV to 44 keV. The 
monochromator, the direct drive and the capabilities are discussed in Chapter 3. 
The time resolution of a measurement is defined by the oscillation frequency of the monochromator 
crystals. The QEXAFS data acquisition system is required to synchronously record the detector signal 
outputs and the Bragg angle with a sufficient sampling frequency up to the MHz regime, in order not to 
undersample the absorption spectra. In Chapter 4 the implemented data acquisition system is discussed 
and an estimation of the minimal required sampling frequency based on the energy resolution of 
monochromator is derived. In the same chapter an elaborate software program, called JAQ, is presented. 
It was written to allow XAFS data evaluation of large QEXAFS data sets. Since these can contain up to 
more than hundred thousand of individual absorption spectra, specialized software is necessary to fully 
exploit the benefits of QEXAFS. Furthermore, the access to sophisticated software tools supporting 
QEXAFS data evaluation, is still a critical issue to promote QEXAFS to a larger user community. The 
development of JAQ is also intended to improve the situation in this regard. 
Using the QEXAFS method, the bandwidth of the detectors, which are used to determine the 
absorption of the sample is a critical characteristic and has to match the sampling frequency of the DAQ. 
In conventional XAFS as well as with the QEXAFS method, the X-ray absorption of a sample is usually 
determined by measuring the incident and transmitted X-ray intensities with gas filled ionization 
chambers. However, the bandwidth of conventional planar parallel plate ionization chambers is limited 
by the ion drift velocity and can severely impair fast QEXAFS measurements. Although the ion drift 
velocity can be increased, for instance by applying higher voltages or choosing lighter gases, the 
dielectric strength of the filling gas leads to an absolute upper limit. The major breakthrough was 
achieved by the development of the gridded ionization chambers, which are not limited by the ion drift 
velocity [17]. As a consequence the frequency bandwidth is significantly increased and the step response 
is reduced by typically two orders of magnitude. The gridded ionization chamber is one of the major 
improvements to enable time resolutions below 100 ms. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the discussion of the 
basic principles of planar parallel plate and gridded ionization chambers. Extensive investigations of the 
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step response behavior of both types of ionization chambers have been performed and are discussed in 
this chapter. 
The potential of the new QEXAFS setup installed at the SuperXAS beamline is demonstrated in 
Chapter 6. Besides fast static measurements which intend to characterize the capabilities of the setup, 
the nucleation and growth of Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) nanocrystals are investigated in-situ and the kinetics 
are analyzed. CZTS is a promising candidate for the photon absorbing layer in future solar cells. This 
material was synthesized in an one-pot hot-injection process, which represents an entire class of 
synthesizing processes which are ideally suited for in-situ investigation with the QEXAFS method. 
The presented work extensively covers the import aspects of synchrotron beamline instrumentation 
to facilitate hard X-ray sub-second QEXAFS experiment. The required components are reviewed with 
respect to their influence on data quality and their temporal response behavior to enable fastest 
measurements. All critical components (monochromator, ionization chambers, current amplifiers, data 
acquisition system, data acquisition and data evaluation software) have been newly developed and 
improved in their characteristics and functional range. These developments enable investigations on 
shorter time scales with higher precision than it was feasible before. 
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2 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a commonly used method at synchrotron radiation 
facilities to study the atomic and electronic structure of many classes of condensed matter. The fine 
structure of the energy dependent X-ray absorption coefficient just above an absorption edge depends 
sensitively on the local atomic arrangement and electronic properties of the material [18]. XAS probes 
the local short range order of individual atomic species and thus enables studies of crystalline and 
non-crystalline materials as well. The Quick EXAFS (QEXAFS) method adds time resolution to XAS 
and allows to follow dynamic structural changes [1,2,3,4,19,20]. By this means, the X-ray Absorption 
Near Edge Structure (XANES) and the Extended Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS), which are 
adjacent regions of an X-ray absorption spectrum can be measured with high repetition rates in real time. 
XAS is well covered in the literature and comprehensive discussions can be found in 
[15,18,21,22,23,24]. The following section 2.1 summarizes the theoretical background of XAS. In 
section 2.1.2 general experimental requirements of XAS at synchrotron radiation sources are discussed. 
In this section the two beamlines, SuperXAS (SLS, PSI Switzerland) and P64 (PETRA III, DESY 
Germany) are described. The new QEXAFS setup which is presented throughout chapters 3 to 5 has 
been installed at these beamlines. 
2.1 Introduction to X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
X-rays which pass through matter are attenuated due to various photon-matter interactions. The 
attenuation of the incident intensity is described by the Lambert-Beer law [25]: 
  = 	
. (2.1) 
The quantities  and  are measures of the incident and transmitted intensities. The argument of the 
exponential function, which can be determined experimentally, contains the product of the penetrated 
thickness  and the energy dependent X-ray absorption coefficient . This quantity includes the cross 
sections of photon-matter interactions and is essentially responsible for the energy dependency of the 
Lambert-Beer law. X-ray absorption spectroscopy intends to measure the X-ray absorption coefficient 
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as a function of energy. Its distinct structure is unique for the probed material and sensitive to the 
electronic and atomic structure of the absorbing atom [18]. 
The Energy Dependency of the Absorption Coefficient and its Fine Structure 
Within the considered hard X-ray regime, which ranges from a few keV to about 40 keV, elastic 
or inelastic scattering occur but only take a minor share and the attenuation, i.e. the absorption 
coefficient, is dominated by the photoelectric effect [26,27]. As a result of this interaction, energy and 
angular momentum of the incident photon are entirely transferred to a bound electron. If the incident 
photon energy exceeds its binding energy, the electron is emitted from the atom creating a photoelectron. 
The interaction probability, which is measured by the photoelectric cross section, is a monotonously 
decreasing function of energy. Only if the incident photon energy becomes high enough to ionize the 
next tighter bound electron, the monotonic behavior is interrupted by an abrupt increase of the 
interaction probability. Since the X-ray absorption increases likewise, these energetic positions are 
termed absorption edges [28]. For photon energies below this threshold, the absorbing electron can also 
be excited to higher unoccupied bound states, if this transition is not suppressed by dipole selection 
rules. 
Far away from absorption edges the decreasing trend of the X-ray absorption is well described 
by the empirical Victoreen function [29]: 
 
~ − . (2.2) 
The coefficients  and  depend on the absorbing material and are constant between consecutive 
absorption edges. The specific values can be determined by linear least squares fitting of the Victoreen 
function to experimental data (see section 4.3.2). This is routinely performed to remove the background 
absorption, which is a necessary step towards normalization of spectra or extraction of its fine structure. 
X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 
The X-ray absorption shows a remarkable structure in the vicinity of an absorption edge. This 
structure can extend to over more than 2000 eV beyond the absorption edge and is termed the X-ray 
absorption fine structure (XAFS) [30,31,32,33,34,35,36]. Figure 2.1 shows an X-ray absorption 
spectrum of metallic copper measured at the Cu K-edge. Based on the underlying physical processes, 
which dominate the XAFS, absorption spectra are separated into two different regions. The region 
followed by the absorption edge is referred to as the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES). 
This part of the XAFS extends to about 20 eV to 50 eV above the absorption edge and is sensitive to the 
electronic structure and the local spatial arrangement and symmetry around the absorbing atom. The 
XANES smoothly merges into a region termed extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS). 
Detailed information about local interatomic distances and coordination numbers around the absorbing 
atom can be retrieved from the EXAFS. 
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2.1.1 EXAFS 
The extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) starts about 20 eV to 50 eV above the 
absorption edge (see Figure 2.1). The relative modulation of the X-ray absorption within the EXAFS 
regime is defined by 
 
 = 
 − 

  (2.3) 
where 
 refers to a smoothly varying atomic-like background. Since all information is contained in 
this function, 
 is often synonymously called ‘fine structure’ or ‘EXAFS’ of the absorption 
spectrum. Extraction of 
 from experimental data and the problem of finding a proper background 

 is described in section 4.3.2. 
The oscillatory modulation of the X-ray absorption can be interpreted as an interference effect 
involving the outgoing photoelectron wave which is (back) scattered at neighboring atoms. This is 
schematically depicted in Figure 2.2. The probability of an X-ray photon being absorbed by a localized 
core electron is proportional to the amplitude of the final state of the emitted photoelectron at the 
absorbing atom. This state is given by the superposition of the outgoing and all backscattered electron 
waves. Consequently, the modulation of the absorption depends on the relative phase of the electron 
waves, which in turn depends on the wave number  = 2 ⁄  and the distances between the absorbing 
and backscattering atoms. For instance, in the case of straight backscattering by a neighboring atom the 
phase difference amounts to approximately 2, where  is the interatomic distance and  is the wave 
number of the electron as given by equation (2.4). 
Figure 2.1: X-ray absorption spectrum of copper around the K absorption edge at EEdge = 8979 eV. 
The transition between the XANES and EXAFS region is not clearly defined. 
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  = 1ℏ  2!"# − 	$"% (2.4) 
The energy of the absorbed photon is denoted by , whereas 	$" refers to the binding energy of the 
core electron. Thus, the wave number increases as the photon energy is increased which leads to 
alternating constructive and destructive interference between the electron waves. This gives rise to the 
oscillatory modulation of the X-ray absorption. In this respect, the EXAFS oscillations as a whole can 
be interpreted as a superposition of individual scattering paths [37]. A common parametrization is given 
by the so-called EXAFS equation [18,37]: 
 
 = & '()* +,*
+*( 
 (./0/1
(2/313456 72* + Φ:*
; .*  (2.5) 
The sine function of this equation accounts for the interference effect and reflects the oscillatory 
behavior of the fine structure. The argument of the sine function contains the oscillation frequency 2* 
and a phase Φ:*
, which accounts for the total phase shift experienced by the electron wave as it 
perceives the potentials of the central atom and the neighboring atom. The other parameters in front of 
the sine function define the amplitude of the particular scattering path and include the coordination 
number )*, the backscattering amplitude ,*
, a correction factor '(, and two dampening exponential 
functions. '( accounts for multi-excitations and losses at the absorbing atom by reducing the total 
amplitude. The first exponential function, <=#−2* *
⁄ %, depends on the mean free path of the 
photoelectron *, which arises from the decay of the electron wave due to its finite lifetime. The second 
exponential, <=#−2>*((%, introduces the Debye-Waller factor representing structural disorder and 
thermal vibrations of the atoms. The quantity >*( is the root mean square deviation from the average 
interatomic distance and is mainly responsible for temperature dependency of the EXAFS. 
Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the origin of the EXAFS. The central atom (red) is ionized 
by absorption of a photon (orange wave). The emitted photoelectron is shown as an outgoing 
spherical wave (red circles). The outgoing photoelectron wave is backscattered (blue circle 
segments) at the top right atom (blue), to illustrate a single straight backscattering process. The two 
pictures show the situation for different electron wavelengths leading to constructive (left) and 
destructive (right) interference of the electron waves. 
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Since EXAFS arises from an interference effect, the interatomic distances correlate with the 
frequencies contained within the fine structure. In the EXAFS equation this connection is captured by 
the sine function. Thus, the Fourier transform of the fine structure 
, which has been corrected for 
the induced phase shift Φ:*
, directly correlates with the radial distribution function of surrounding 
atoms. Further information about the theory of EXAFS is available in the literature [18,24,23,21]. 
2.1.2 XANES 
The X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) extends to about 40 eV above an absorption 
edge (see Figure 2.1). In contrast to EXAFS, the mean free path of the emitted photoelectron is 
substantially longer within the XANES regime. In addition, scattering of the electron wave at 
surrounding atoms is more efficient. Consequently, XANES is strongly dominated by multiple 
scattering involving several atoms making it very sensitive to the local symmetry around the absorbing 
atom [24,22,38,39,40]. Excitations of the core electron to unoccupied bound states near the absorption 
edge are very likely and also affect the XANES [41]. Since these transitions depend sensitively on the 
electronic structure of the material, XANES provides information about the local chemical environment 
as well. This property is of great interest in many fields, in particular regarding in-situ investigations of 
chemical reactions, such as in catalysis research. 
Due to the complexity of XANES, a quantitative interpretation is very difficult and ab initio 
calculations are still an ongoing field of research [42,43]. XANES is therefore often qualitatively 
interpreted. The rich and distinct near edge structure allows it to be used as a ‘fingerprint’ [18,24]. Linear 
combination analysis (LCA) and suitable reference XANES spectra from known materials enable to 
determine the composition of the probed sample. The theoretical background and software 
implementation of LCA is discussed in section 4.3.3. The application of LCA, performed on a time 
resolved XAFS measurement, can be found in section 6.2.1. 
2.2 Experimental Requirements of hard X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
Today, EXAFS and XANES measurements are almost exclusively performed at synchrotron 
radiation facilities. This is due to two main properties: high photon flux and wide spectral bandwidth. 
The EXAFS signal is comparably weak and the modulation of the background absorption is found to be 
in the order of 10-2 to 10-3 at the far end of the spectrum. Consequently, a signal-to-noise ratio of better 
than 10-3 is required to properly resolve the fine structure. Considering the uncertainty of intensity 
measurements, which is typically given by the square root of the number of involved photons, and the 
demand of acquisition times of several minutes to a few milliseconds, intensities of 106 photons per 
second to more than 1012 photons per second are required. This flux needs to be provided over a broad 
and continuous energy band. To enable access to the absorption edges of different elements a total 
spectral bandwidth of several 10 keV is required. For instance, the K-edges of the important 3d transition 
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metals range between 4 keV and 10 keV (e.g. Ti to Zn: 4966 eV – 9659 eV). The K-edges of the 4d 
transition metals fall within 17 keV and 27 keV (e.g. Zr to Sn: 17998 eV – 29200 eV). In between, from 
about 10 keV to 15 keV, many L-edges of the 5d elements are found (e.g. Ta to Au: 9881 eV – 
14353 eV). This makes the energy band of 4 keV – 30 keV the most versatile in hard X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy and should be covered by dedicated beamlines. Figure 2.3 shows the accessible K- and 
L-edges of the elements in this energy band. 
A further fundamental requirement to measure X-ray absorption spectra is a tunable 
monochromator with an appropriate energy resolution to resolve the fine structure. The EXAFS contains 
rather low frequency components and does not issue very high demands on the energy resolution. The 
XANES on the other hand can definitely benefit from a good energy resolution but is inevitably 
broadened by the finite lifetime of the core hole [44]. A reasonable energy resolution of 1 eV – 2 eV is 
typically sufficient for highly accurate XAFS measurements [45,46]. More important properties of 
monochromators used in XAS, are stability and reproducibility. Furthermore the monochromator should 
cover the entire provided bandwidth of the synchrotron radiation source. Since this is technically not 
always possible to facilitate in one device, often two or more monochromators (or crystals) are 
necessary. 
Experimental Setup 
With a tunable monochromatic X-ray beam provided, the experimental setup for XAFS 
measurements can be quite simple and the basic layout is shown in Figure 2.4. The idea is to probe 
Lambert-Beers law (see equation (2.1)) by measuring the incident and transmitted intensities  and . 
The natural logarithm of the ratio of both intensities yields the absorption of the sample. Optionally 
Figure 2.3: Periodic table of the elements indicating the accessible K- and L-edges within the energy 
band of 4 keV to 30 keV. Data based on [146]. 
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secondary processes which are physically linked to the absorption, such as the fluorescence yield can 
also be measured to determine this value. With an additional intensity measurement behind a reference 
sample, the energy calibration of the measurement can be verified and corrected if necessary. 
The X-ray intensities ,  need to be measured with detectors which exhibit a reasonable low 
self-absorption. Furthermore, these detectors should not interfere with the direction of the beam or its 
optical properties. These are the reasons why ionization chambers are still the most important detectors 
for hard X-ray XAFS measurements. In contrast to solid state detectors such as PIN diodes, ionization 
chambers also allow to be optimized to operate at almost any photon energy by adjusting its gas filling 
and its pressure. 
Sub-Second and Time Resolved X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy - QEXAFS 
A way to obtain time resolution is to rapidly and continuously change the incident photon energy 
back and forth. The absorption spectra are then acquired sequentially by recording the time functions of 
the intensities  and  while the photon energy is periodically changed. This is the basic principle of 
the QEXAFS technique [3,4,19,20]. Within one oscillation period of the photon energy, two spectra are 
measured, one with increasing and one with decreasing energy. Hence the spectra acquisition rate is 
twice the energy oscillation frequency of the monochromator and the acquired spectra are referred to as 
up or down depending on the energy scan direction. To enable fast scans specialized monochromators 
are required. These dedicated QEXAFS monochromators are optimized in regard to fast repetitive 
energy changes, which require specialized mechanics and drives. Different implementations which have 
been realized in the past and the design of the new drive are discussed in section 3.2. 
Due to the high scan rates (10 keV/s to 50 keV/s) achievable with modern QEXAFS 
monochromators, the synchrotron radiation source can not be scanned synchronously with the 
monochromator and thus needs to deliver a continuous spectrum covering at least the scan range. This 
in particular, leads to restrictions concerning undulator sources, which typically emit a narrow line-type 
Figure 2.4: Schematic layout of a typical XAFS experiment. The incident and transmitted intensities 
of the sample and of the reference sample are measured by ionization chambers in transmission 
geometry. Optionally the fluorescence yield can be measured instead of the transmitted intensity. 
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spectrum [47,48]. Tapering of undulators is a possibility to broaden the width of its harmonics. However, 
the spatial homogeneity and especially the energy dependency of the spatial radiation distribution need 
to be considered since it might affect the XAFS measurements [49]. 
Since the time functions of the quantities  and  are measured, there are severe requirements 
on the frequency bandwidth of the detectors and data acquisition system. If not sufficient their finite 
response blur the XAFS and therefore limit the actual time resolution. Especially energy dispersive 
detectors which are based on single photon counting have only limited application due to their 
comparable low saturation count rate. Also large area photo diodes often exhibit large capacities that 
can lead to electronic oscillations in the signal path and are therefore not suited for fast measurements 
[50]. Best results are obtained using gaseous ionization chambers. Their response time has been pushed 
to the low microsecond regime, which now allows EXAFS and XANES measurements on the 
millisecond time scale [17]. The development and performance of fast ionization chambers are discussed 
in detail in Chapter 5. 
2.2.1 X-ray Monochromators 
X-ray monochromators are essential for XAFS measurements at synchrotron radiation facilities. 
The monochromator is used to select a narrow energy band out of the broad spectrum emitted by the 
synchrotron radiation source. By repeatedly changing of the selected energy, an X-ray absorption 
spectrum can be sampled. 
Hard X-ray monochromators rely on X-ray diffraction at perfect single crystals. By adjusting 
the incident Bragg ?@ angle, the reflected wavelength  = ℎB ⁄  can be selected. This is well described 
by Bragg’s equation: 
  = ! ℎB2C1D
1
456?@
 (2.6) 
where ! is a natural number to include higher order reflections and C1D is the normal distance between 
two consecutive lattice planes, which are defined by the Miller indices ℎ, , F. As shown in Figure 2.5, 
typically two Bragg reflections at two parallel single crystals are used to compensate the angular 
Figure 2.5: Principle of a double crystal monochromator using symmetric Bragg diffraction at two 
parallel crystals. By tuning the Bragg angle ?@ the transmitted photon energy is set. 
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deflection, thus obtaining a monochromatic beam which is again parallel to the incident one. The two 
crystal surfaces do not necessarily need to belong to two physically separated crystals but can also be 
machined from one large crystal by sharing a common backplane. These monolithic crystals are termed 
channel cut crystals and are due to their importance for QEXAFS monochromators discussed in more 
detail in section 3.1.2. 
Energy Resolution 
The achievable energy resolution of crystal monochromators is fundamentally limited by the 
divergence of the incident beam and the intrinsic Darwin width. The beam divergence is a property of 
the source and can be manipulated by optical components. At modern beamlines (e.g. SuperXAS, see 
section 2.2.2) a collimating mirror is typically used to reduce the vertical divergence. The Darwin width 
refers to the angular range at which Bragg reflection occurs. This is a result of the dynamical diffraction 
theory and caused by the large number of parallel lattice planes involved in the diffraction at thick 
perfect crystals [25,51,52]. Given the Darwin width GH, the intrinsic energy resolution ∆ ⁄  can be 
determined by means of the differential form of the Bragg equation (2.6), leading to equations (2.7) and 
(2.8) [25,45]. 
 
Δ
 = BKL?@
GH 
= 4"C1D
( |OC1D|
P  
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Here " is the classic electron radius, OC1D denotes the structure factor of the unit cell for scattering from 
a plane (hkl) and P is the volume of the unit cell. Using silicon crystals with (111) or (311) cuts, the 
intrinsic Darwin widths limit the energy resolution according to the equation (2.8) to about 
∆ ⁄ |Q:
~1.3 × 10 and ∆ ⁄ |Q:
~0.4 × 10. This resolution is well suited for XAFS 
applications. Furthermore, these specific cuts suppress the second order harmonic, since the structure 
factors O((( and OU(( vanish. The actual energy resolution is also affected by internal stress within the 
crystals, which might be caused by mounting forces or thermal deformation. The latter is a critical issue 
due to the high heat load of synchrotron radiation sources and requires the monochromator crystals to 
be cooled [53,54,55,56]. 
2.2.2 Synchrotron Radiation Beamlines for X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy 
The intense X-ray radiation available at synchrotron radiation facilities is an essential 
prerequisite for time resolved XAFS measurements. In synchrotron radiation facilities electrons (or 
positrons) are stored at relativistic energies of several GeV circulating within a storage ring. The 
synchrotron radiation is generated in sources at the storage ring. By means of specialized magnetic 
structures the source exert external forces on the electron beam. This causes the electron beam to emit 
electromagnetic radiation. The Lorentz transformation of the emitted radiation in the electron system to 
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the experimental system of rest gives rise to the unique properties of synchrotron radiation. The 
principles and properties of synchrotron radiation facilities and sources are discussed in more detail 
elsewhere [25,45,57]. The radiation is guided in vacuum to the experiment and the section from the 
source to the experiment is called a beamline and is usually designed for a specific scientific purpose. 
In the following two beamlines are described which both enable time resolved X-absorption 
spectroscopy and at which the new developed QEXAFS monochromators have been installed.  
SuperXAS (SLS, Paul-Scherrer-Institut, Switzerland) 
The SuperXAS beamline is dedicated to time resolved XAS and X-ray emission spectroscopy 
(XES). It is located at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) at the Paul-Scherrer-Institute (PSI, Switzerland). 
The synchrotron radiation facility is operated in top-up mode with 400 mA at 2.4 GeV electron energy. 
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic overview of the optical components of the beamline. A SuperBend magnet 
with a critical energy of 11.1 keV delivers X-rays with a flux ranging from about 1011 photons per 
second to 1012 photons per second over a spectral range covering roughly 4 keV to 32 keV. The first 
optical component after the synchrotron radiation source is a collimating mirror, which collects the 
radiation of the bending magnet and shifts its apparent source point to infinity, thus eliminating the beam 
divergence in vertical direction. This preserves the intrinsic energy resolution of the monochromator 
(see section 2.2.1). The mirror also cuts off the high energy part of the emitted spectrum, which reduces 
the total heat load onto the first monochromator crystal and the amount of higher harmonics in the 
monochromatic beam. The suppression of higher order harmonics can be further improved by a 
dedicated mirror downstream in the experimental hutch. The low energy part of the emitted spectrum is 
removed by graphite filters of various thicknesses. The collimating mirror is followed by a conventional 
fixed-exit double crystal monochromator and QEXAFS monochromator. This QEXAFS 
monochromator was new developed and is described in detail in Chapter 3. It has been installed and 
commissioned in January 2015 [4] and replaces the former QEXAFS monochromator [58]. The second 
mirror downstream is used to focus the monochromatic X-ray beam onto the sample, down to a diameter 
of typically 100 µm. Different coatings allow to change the cut-off energy and to alter the reflective 
properties of the mirrors. Both mirrors have stripes of platinum and rhodium next to each other. The 
Figure 2.6: Schematic view of the main optical components installed at the SuperXAS (SLS, 
Switzerland) beamline [4]. 
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collimating mirror also offers the bare polished silicon surface. The view of the interior of the optics 
hutch including the new QEXAFS monochromator is shown in Figure 2.7. 
P64 (PETRA III, Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron, Germany) 
The P64 beamline is located at the PETRA III storage ring at the Deutsches Elektronen 
Synchrotron (DESY, Germany). P64 is dedicated to high-flux XAS experiments and methods, such as 
QEXAFS on the sub-second time regime, EXAFS of highly diluted systems and X-ray emission 
spectroscopy (XES). Commissioning of the beamlines started in 2015 and user operation is expected for 
2016. 
The PETRA III storage ring is operated in top-up mode with 100 mA at 6 GeV. P64 is equipped 
with a 2 m long undulator which will provide a monochromatic flux of 1012 photons per second to 
1013 photons per second. The accessible photon energy ranges from 4 keV to 40 keV. This undulator 
can be tapered to enable QEXAFS measurements. In Figure 2.8 the schematic overview of the main 
optical components are shown. To cope with the high heat-load of the undulator, the monochromators 
are liquid nitrogen cooled and placed in front of both mirrors. Hence the mirrors are subject to the 
monochromatic beam only and do not need cooling. The first mirror downstream is a fixed cylinder used 
for horizontal focusing. The second mirror is flat but can be bent to focus the beam in the vertical 
direction. A spot size of about 100 µm in diameter will be possible to achieve. Figure 2.9 shows the P64 
Figure 2.7: Photograph of the interior of the optics hutch of the SuperXAS beamline. The collimated 
beam enters from the right. The QEXAFS monochromator is recognizable by the turquois 
goniometer in front of the vacuum chamber of the monochromator. 
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QEXAFS monochromator installed in the optics hutch. Like the QEXAFS monochromator installed at 
the SuperXAS, this device was newly developed and is described in detail in Chapter 3. 
 
  
Figure 2.9: Photograph of the QEXAFS monochromator installed in the optics hutch of the 
beamlines P64 and P65. The white beam enters from the left side. In front of the monochromator 
the beam tube of P65 is visible. 
Figure 2.8: Schematic view of the main optical components installed at the P64 (PETRA III, 
Germany) beamline. 
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3 The Dedicated QEXAFS Monochromator 
The power of QEXAFS as a structural tool with real time resolution is in particular dependent on 
the performance of the QEXAFS monochromator. Achievable time resolution, scan range and accessible 
photon energy define the usability of the monochromator and its value for the user community. High 
stability and reproducibility of the fast energy scans and special features such as interchangeable crystals 
define a properly working device and are technically very demanding. 
An entirely new design of a QEXAFS monochromator, which meets the experimental demands 
raised by current research and the requirements and restrictions at modern XAS beamlines, has been 
developed [16]. Two complete monochromators have been manufactured in-house based on this design. 
The first completed monochromator has been installed at the SuperXAS beamline at the SLS in January 
2015 (see section 2.2.2) and is available for user operation since then [4]. The successor has been 
installed in August 2015 at the newly built beamline P64 at PETRA III (see section 2.2.2). Here, user 
operation is expected to start in the second quarter of 2016 after commissioning. A 3D CAD rendering 
of both monochromators is shown in Figure 3.1. 
This chapter is dedicated to the discussion of the design and concept of the new QEXAFS 
monochromator. Section 3 covers the mechanical design and section 3.2 presents the novel oscillatory 
drive of the monochromator. The chapter concludes with an overview of the capabilities and 
performance of the monochromator. X-ray absorption measurements are presented in Chapter 6. 
3.1 Mechanical Design and Concept of the Monochromator 
The Bragg axis of the crystal stage is driven by a direct drive torque motor and a goniometer. 
The torque motor is used to drive the oscillatory movement of the crystals during QEXAFS operation, 
while the goniometer facilitates precise alignment of the center angle of the oscillation. It also enables 
conventional step-scanning capabilities when the torque motor is halted. This is a key function towards 
a one monochromator solution for X-ray spectroscopic beamlines, offering both QEXAFS 
measurements and conventional scans. 
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The entire drive mechanics are installed on the atmospheric side of the monochromator. They 
consist of a water cooled torque motor (Siemens SIMOTICS 1FW6), which is mounted coaxially to a 
goniometer. The SLS monochromator uses a Huber 430, the P64 monochromator a larger Huber 440 
goniometer. When the rotor of the torque motor oscillates the crystals with a given amplitude and 
frequency, the goniometer facilitates the adjustment of the mean Bragg angle θ. In this way, the 
movement of the crystal stage θ@.W$$ is completely mechanically decoupled into a constant and a 
time-dependent part θXYZL
: 
 θ@.W$$L
 = θ + θXYZL
. (3.1) 
Both axes of rotation are fed independently of each other into the vacuum chamber by means of a 
single ferrofluidic sealed coaxial rotary feedthrough (VacSol GmbH). This coaxial design considerably 
simplifies the construction of the drive mechanics, since the exterior components do not need to comply 
with any vacuum requirements. In addition, maintenance is much easier due to improved accessibility. 
Mechanical vacuum feedthroughs based on a ferrofluidic seal are known to occasionally cause sharp 
Figure 3.1: 3D rendering of the two QEXAFS monochromators build for the SuperXAS (left) and 
P64 (right) beamlines. 
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pressure spikes caused by microscopic gas bubbles diffusing through the ferrofluid towards the ultra 
high vacuum side. These pressure spikes were also observed with the employed model, however, no 
alteration of the frequency of occurrence correlated to the motion of any of the two axes could be noticed. 
Furthermore, the base pressure of the SLS monochromator of around 5×10-8 mbar was stable even at the 
highest oscillation frequencies of 50 Hz, proving the suitability of ferrofluidic sealed feedthroughs for 
fast oscillating motions. 
A sectional view of the assembled direct drive is given in Figure 3.2. The entire device is mounted 
coaxially to the goniometer by means of the protruding rim at the top (see Figure 3.1). The hollow orifice 
of the motor at the bottom fits around the rotary feedthrough (not shown). The interconnection between 
motor and feedthrough is provided by two metal bellow couplings to compensate for small alignment 
errors and manufacturing tolerances such as eccentricities, tilt angles and overall length errors. The inner 
bellow coupling transfers the static motion from the goniometer, while the outer bellow also transfers 
the oscillatory motion of the rotor. Its transfer torque is rated 100 Nm. Stator and rotor are the actual 
components of the torque motor. Its working principle and electrical connection is discussed in section 
3.2.1. 
Figure 3.2: Sectional view of the direct drive torque motor. The external encoder is not used for 
QEXAFS measurements, but can be used to monitor the motion of the rotor. Both bellow couplings 
are mounted to a single coaxial rotary feedthrough. 
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3.1.1 Crystal Stage 
The crystal stage is mounted to the outer axis which connects the rotor of the torque motor and 
is stabilized in vacuum by a lubrication-free ZrO2 ceramic ball-bearing. The crystal stage holds the 
monochromator crystals, the crystal cooling unit and the angular encoder scales. Since the entire crystal 
stage is oscillating during QEXAFS operation, it is optimized with regard to a low mass moment of 
inertia and high rigidity. A 3D CAD rendering showing the in-vacuum mechanics, the crystal stage and 
the rotary feedthrough is given in Figure 3.3. 
Inside of the vacuum chamber the cooling lines are mounted to a cantilever which is directly 
driven by the outside goniometer. In this way the mechanical load, which is caused by the static bending 
of the cooling lines at different Bragg angles, is completely taken by the goniometer instead of the torque 
motor. Only a short section of the cooling lines of about 20 cm length is bent due to the deflection of 
the crystal stage. 
The crystal stage hosts two channel cut crystals, mounted side by side. A combination of Si(111) 
and Si(311) crystals allows to cover a wide spectral bandwidth ranging from about 4 keV to 40 keV.  
The active crystal is selected by a horizontal movement of the monochromator perpendicular to the 
direction of the X-ray beam. To enable this movement, the monochromator is mounted on support rails 
Figure 3.3: Drawing of the in-vacuum crystal stage. The flat front flange of the monochromator 
vacuum chamber is broken to allow a view onto the atmospheric part of the rotary feedthrough.  Cut 
faces are shaded black and white. 
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and is connected via flexible bellows to the beamline. A remote change of the crystals can be performed 
without breaking the vacuum within less than one minute. This concept is new to QEXAFS 
monochromators. At current facilities the QEXAFS monochromators only carry one crystal at a time. 
To still cover an extended energy range, two separate identical monochromators, equipped with different 
crystals, are often installed in a row at a beamline [19,20]. This implementation obviously requires twice 
the acquisition cost for two complete monochromator and space in the optics hutch. 
3.1.2 Channel Cut Crystals 
Channel cut crystals are made of one large single crystal (see Figure 3.4). Due to the common 
backplane and compact dimensions they give ultimate intrinsic strength against distortions or 
deformations and allow for highest displacement velocities. Channel cut crystals are therefore ideally 
suited for QEXAFS monochromators. Furthermore, the lattice planes of the optical surfaces are already 
perfectly parallel to each other, making any degree of freedom and potentially weak spots, which 
otherwise require alignment, needless. Thus by omitting these actuators the vulnerability of exciting 
unwanted vibrations are significantly reduced. However, there are two major drawbacks of channel cut 
crystals, which need to be considered in X-ray monochromator applications. Both shortcomings, which 
are outlined in the next paragraphs, can be adequately compensated for by using coated and focusing 
mirrors [25,45]. 
The first undesirable property is a direct consequence of the parallelism of the optical surfaces. 
The lattice planes of these surfaces of a stress-free well manufactured channel cut crystal are perfectly 
parallel to each other yielding the optimum reflectivity of the fundamental wavelength. However, 
according to Bragg’s law, equation (2.6), higher harmonic wavelengths are also reflected with high 
efficiency and contaminate the monochromatic beam. Since a generic channel cut crystal cannot be 
detuned easily, the harmonic content needs to be rejected with additional optical components along the 
beamline. Coated mirrors are well suited to perform this task by exploiting their properties of reflectivity 
around the critical angle [25,45]. Currently there are also intentions to develop tunable channel cut 
Figure 3.4: 3D image of a generic channel cut crystal. The incident white beam impinges on the 1st
optical surface. 
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crystals for QEXAFS monochromators [59]. However, building a tunable and yet stable crystal unit is 
quite challenging due to the strong alternating acting forces caused by the rapid oscillations.  
The second unwanted property is a result of the geometry, which leads to a change of the beam 
height of the outgoing monochromatic beam during an energy scan. This displacement [ between the 
inbound and outbound beam is a function of the Bragg angle ? and the gap width between the optical 
surfaces, which is denoted as g according to the drawing of Figure 3.5. The total displacement [ and the 
actual variation during an energy scan ∆[ are given by equations (3.2) and (3.3). The latter is a function 
of the start energy  and the scan range ∆ =  ( −  and is evaluated in Figure 3.6 for a Si(111) and 
Si(311) channel cut crystal with a gap width of 12 mm. 
 [ = 2\BK4?
 
Δ[, Δ
 = 2\ ]^1 − _ℎB2`( _ 1 + Δ`( − ^1 − _ℎB2`( _ 1`(a 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Typically these vertical movements are in the order of a few 100 µm. For instance, measuring the 
EXAFS of the Cu K-edge from 8.8 keV to 9.9 keV causes a vertical shift of about 130 µm using the 
Si(111) crystal. Measuring the Pd K-edge from 24.2 keV to 25.3 keV using a Si(311) crystal results in 
a beam movement of about 25 µm. However, the actual beam movement on the sample can be efficiently 
reduced if focusing optics such as mirrors or lenses are used downstream of the monochromator. 
Figure 3.5: Shown is the lateral view of a generic channel cut crystal with total length F and crystal 
gap \. Here, the axis of rotation is perpendicular to the plane of projection and goes through the 
intersection of the red dashed cross lines. The shaded area beneath the 1st optical surface illustrates 
the width of the footprint bc of the incident beam whose width is b. The distance of the two points 
of impact is denoted by 4 and the vertical displacement of the beam is denoted by [.  
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Observations at the SLS with a focused beam of 100 µm cross section showed rarely a vertical beam 
movement larger than 50 µm during QEXAFS measurements. 
Boundary Conditions and Crystal Dimensions 
The design of a channel cut crystal is usually subject to some boundary conditions. Besides the 
need to cover the desired energy range, radiation safety issues may also influence the design. At 
PETRA III it is required that the vertical distance between the inbound white beam, which is within the 
orbit plane of the storage ring, and the outbound monochromatic beam is larger than 20 mm. At the 
same time, this distance may not be larger than 24 mm. These restrictions are due to radiation safety 
specifications and an aperture with these dimension is installed downstream in the optics hutch of the 
beamline (see Figure 2.8) in order to block bremsstrahlung and arbitrary scattered photons. 
The design parameters as well as the actual properties which were realized in the final design of 
the channel cut crystals are listed in Table 3.1. To cover the complete desired energy range from 4 keV 
to 40 keV and to avoid too shallow Bragg angles it was decided to use two different channel cut crystals. 
Therefore, the monochromators are equipped with Si(111) and Si(311) channel cut crystals, which are 
mirror images of each other. The required Bragg angle to reach the lowest target energy d:e∗  with a 
Si(111) crystal and equation (3.2) dictate the minimum permitted gap width. The minimum length F =4 + bc of the crystal is given by the distance 4 = \ Lg6?
⁄  between the two points of incidence on the  
Figure 3.6: The colors indicate the variation of the beam height [ after the monochromator during 
an energy scan using a channel cut crystal with a gap width of 12 mm. The data is based on equation 
(3.3). The black solid lines are equally spaced (20 µm). 
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Target Values 
 
Actual Values 
Crystal Variable Value Unit 
 
Crystal Variable Value Unit 
Si(111) E*min 4 keV 
 
  
θmin 5 ° 
Si(311) E*max 40 keV 
 
  
θmax 30 ° 
  
ζ*min 20 mm 
 
  
g 12 mm 
  
ζ*max 24 mm 
 
  
l 160 mm 
  
δ*Beam 1.5 mm 
 
  
δBeam 1.5 mm 
 
θE*min
 5.4 ° 
 
Si(111) Emin 3.95 keV 
 
θE*max
 29.6 ° 
 
Si(111) Emax 22.68 keV 
 
gE*min
 11.50 mm 
 
Si(311) Emin 7.57 keV 
  
sE*max
 121.7 mm 
 
Si(311) Emax 43.44 keV 
  
δFE*max
 15.9 mm 
  
ζmin 20.8 mm 
      
ζmax 23.9 mm 
      
smin 20.8 mm 
     
  
smax 137.2 mm 
 
    
 
δFmin 3.0 mm 
 
    
 
δFmax 17.2 mm 
Table 3.1: The design of the QEXAFS monochromator for P64 is based on the target values. 
optical surfaces at the highest target energy dWw∗  using a Si(311) and the beam footprint bc = b 456?
⁄  
at this Bragg angle. 
The dimensions listed in Table 3.1 do not yet define the crystal entirely. The point through which 
the Bragg axis is placed needs to be defined, as it determines the length of each optical surface. The 
final design is a compromise between a minimized mass moment of inertia and an optimized contact 
area for indirect lateral cooling. Figure 3.7 shows two different possible designs of this crystal. The top 
crystal A) is a solution which places the Bragg axis centric within the 1st optical surface while the Bragg 
axis of the bottom crystal B) is placed symmetrically midway between the two optical surfaces. The 
latter design B) holds a much larger contact area as compared to the other option. In addition, the outer 
regions of the crystal are subject to smaller tangential velocities during oscillation, which improves 
stability. This particular design was chosen for the QEXAFS monochromator.  However, due to its 
symmetry and in contrast to crystal A), different areas of the 1st optical surface are illuminated at 
different Bragg angles. In order to keep the beam on the crystal, as shown in the drawing, its height 
relative to the incident white beam needs to be adjusted if large energy changes are made. The required 
vertical movement of the crystal due to a change of the Bragg angle is given by equation (3.4) and 
amounts to 1.56 mm at most, considering the full Bragg angle range from 5° to 30°. During typical 
QEXAFS energy scans the required movements are so small that they can be entirely neglected. 
 [x.yYzWD = \BK4? − BK4?(
 (3.4) 
The final crystal, bottom drawing of Figure 3.7, is 160 mm long and has a gap width of 12 mm. 
In compliance with the PETRA III radiation safety specifications, the Bragg angle range is from 5° to 
30°. This allows to access photon energies between 4 keV and 22 keV with a Si(111) and 8 keV to more 
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than 40 keV with a Si(311) crystal. Due to different radiation safety regulations at the SLS, the Bragg 
angle can be increased to over 35° using the same crystal there. This enables to reach the Fe K-edge at 
7111 eV with a Si(311) crystal. 
3.2 Oscillatory Drive 
The main task of a QEXAFS monochromator is to facilitate fast and continuous energy scans. 
In order to extend the scan rate into the sub-second time regime, dedicated monochromators with 
specialized mechanics are required. The accuracy and stability of the involved motions are of utmost 
importance especially at higher scan rates. To minimize mechanical stress and vibrations on the 
mechanics and crystals, energy scans are preferably realized by a smooth sinusoidal-like oscillation of 
the Bragg axis. This oscillatory motion is realized by means of a specialized drive, which meets the 
required accuracies and can be operated continuously for hours without interruptions. 
The oscillatory drive is that mechanical component which puts the monochromator crystals into 
oscillatory motion. There are different approaches to realize this motion and the majority of dedicated 
QEXAFS monochromators, which are in operation today, are either based on a cam shaft [19,60] or a 
Figure 3.7: Drawing of two different channel cut crystal with the same outer dimensions according 
to Table 4.1. The Bragg axis of rotation is perpendicular to the plane of projection and goes through 
the intersection of the red dashed cross lines. The shaded areas beneath the 1st optical surface 
illustrate the width of the footprint of the incident beam. Crystal B) is used for the PETRA III and 
SLS QEXAFS monochromators. 
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direct drive [4,20]. All modern implementations facilitate continuous sub-second resolution and remote 
control of the scan rate and range. 
Cam Shaft Drives 
At present the most often used drive for QEXAFS monochromators is based on a mechanical 
cam shaft originally developed in 2005 [61]. The rotation of an eccentric disk or shaft is transferred into 
an oscillatory motion, which deflects a tilt table. The crystal assembly is mounted on top of that tilt table 
and follows its motion. The mechanics are very elaborate in order to achieve a reproducible oscillatory 
motion and is quite complex, involving multiple gears and flexible hinges. The entire mechanical 
construction is often placed inside the vacuum chamber of the monochromator, which puts restrictions 
on the overall size and hence attainable torque, as well as on applicable materials, in particular with 
regard to lubricants required for built-in gears. The most important representatives of synchrotron 
beamlines using a cam shaft driven QEXAFS monochromator today are the ROCK beamline (Soleil, 
France) [19] and until recently the SuperXAS beamline (SLS, Switzerland) [58]. In January 2015, the 
QEXAFS monochromator at the SuperXAS was replaced in favor of the newly build monochromator, 
which uses a direct drive. 
Direct Drives 
The fundamental idea behind a direct drive is to achieve a fully electronically controlled motion. 
The oscillation frequency and amplitude or even the actual trajectory of the oscillatory motion should 
be remotely controllable without involving mechanical parts. This is typically realized by means of a 
gearless servo motor and a direct mount of the monochromator crystals to the shaft of the motor. Since 
this requires significantly less mechanical components, especially moving parts, such as gears, bearings 
or hinges, the mechanical complexity is considerably reduced. This simplifies the design of the drive 
and improves the overall stability, durability and vacuum compatibility. The modern direct drive concept 
is a very young trend even for conventional X-ray monochromators and a more recent development for 
QEXAFS monochromators. Apart from the two newly build QEXAFS monochromators, there is only 
one other direct driven QEXAFS monochromator system in operation at present. This device is part of 
beamline BL33XU (SPring-8, Japan) [20]. 
Piezo Drives 
In terms of a pure electronically controlled motion, a piezo drive can be regarded as a special 
variation of a direct drive. The crystal assembly of a piezo driven QEXAFS monochromator is mounted 
on top of a piezo tilt table [62,63,64,65]. An applied sinusoidal voltage excites oscillations of the tilt 
table and thus the crystal assembly. Due to the high dynamics of piezo actuators, very high oscillation 
frequencies can be achieved and frequencies of up to 111 Hz have been reported [62]. However, the 
angular range of the tilt tables used so far were very limited prohibiting in most cases full EXAFS 
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measurements. The hysteresis of the piezo elements and their durability in UHV environments and upon 
exposure to the radiation background are still problems which need to be solved. Despite this promising 
approach and suitability for instance for quick XANES 2D mapping of surfaces or 3D XANES 
tomography [5,6], there is no piezo drive based QEXAFS monochromator in operation today. 
3.2.1 The Direct Drive Torque Motor of the QEXAFS Monochromator 
The oscillation of the monochromator crystals is driven by a direct drive torque motor (Siemens 
SIMOTICS 1FW6). This type of motor is a special layout of a three-phase synchronous machine, 
featuring a brushless design and improved capability of creating and maintaining a high torque at low 
or even zero speed. Therefore, the motor holds a high number of magnetic poles on a comparatively 
large diameter. A sectional view of the bare torque motor is given in Figure 3.8 and a summary of its 
properties are listed in Table 3.2. 
The electromagnet of the motor contains three internally starlike connected coils which each has 
44 magnetic poles distributed alternating along the inner circumference of the stator. The magnetic field 
composed of these coils causes a torque on the rotor until it has reached its equilibrium position by 
rotation into a potential minimum. Due to the arrangement of the electromagnet the potential minimum 
can be placed anywhere on the circumference by proper current feeding of the three coils. In this way 
positioning can be realized. In typical applications a dedicated controller unit constantly monitors the 
angular position of the rotor with respect to the magnetic field and regulates the required currents in a 
closed-loop feedback. This scheme allows to realize nearly arbitrary trajectories of the rotor but is 
limited by the time constant of the control loop, which often amounts to a few milliseconds. The actually 
employed concept to drive the torque motor in an oscillatory motion differs distinctly from this general 
scheme. Instead of the common closed-loop technique an unique open-loop scheme was developed to 
overcome the restrictions of a finite time constant. This scheme is described in section 3.2.2. 
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Siemens SIMOTICS 1FW6 
Parameter Value Unit 
Rated Torque 113 Nm 
Maximum Torque 179 Nm 
Thermal Stall Torque 84.1 Nm 
Rated Current 5.6 A 
Maximum Current 9.5 A 
Thermal Stall Current 4.1 A 
Number of Pole Pairs 22 
 
Torque Constant 20.8 Nm/A 
Voltage Constant 1258 Vmin/1000 
Rotor Mass 2.6 kg 
Rotor Mass Moment of Inertia 1.52 10-2kgm2 
Phase Resistance 14.9 Ω 
Phase Inductivity 47.1 mH 
Table 3.2: Summary of the torque motors data sheet showing the significant properties. 
  
Figure 3.8: Sectional view of the used torque motor (Siemens SIMOTICS 1FW6). The open 
diameter of the rotor amounts to 140 mm. The grooves on the outer surface of the stator provide 
efficient water cooling to remove heat from the electromagnet. 
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3.2.2 The Open Loop Drive 
Instead of controlling the magnetic field continuously in order to position the rotor in a 
closed-loop scheme, the open-loop concept exploits the periodic structure of the magnetic field. In total 
the motor holds 22 pole pairs per coil distributed around its circumference, giving rise to a sinusoidal 
magnetic field with a periodic length of about 16.4°. The field of a single coil is used as a static 
background potential and oscillations of the rotor are excited by induced perturbations to this potential 
by means of the remaining two coils (see Figure 3.9). This implementation facilitates free oscillations 
around the equilibrium position which is the potential minimum of the background potential. Since no 
control loop is involved, this drive concept is not restricted by any time constant or propagation delay. 
The achievable oscillation frequencies and amplitudes are only limited by the maximum attainable 
torque of the motor, the mass moment of inertia of the moving parts and the control speed of the used 
power supplies, which deliver the coil currents. Realized frequencies and amplitudes of this drive, as 
well as the accuracy and repeatability of the oscillatory motion, are discussed in the next section 3.3. 
Two power supplies (Elektro-Automatik PSI8720-152U-HS) are used to feed sinusoidal 
currents through two arbitrary coils. The third coil and the power supplies are drawn to the same ground, 
as depicted in Figure 3.9. If the currents, { and @ are of the form of equations (3.5) and (3.6) the current 
through the third coil is static and equals 2|. The DC components of these currents determine the 
background potential, whereas the AC components cause a deflection of the rotor leading to an 
oscillation around the potential minimum. 
 {L
 = } ∙ sin2,XYZL
 + | @L
 = } ∙ sin2,XYZL + 
 + | (3.5) (3.6) 
The properties of the rotor oscillation, i.e. amplitude and frequency, depend on the parameters }, | and ,XYZ of equations (3.5) and (3.6). The frequency of the mechanical oscillation is controlled by 
the parameter ,XYZ. The scaling factor } influences the strength of the deflection and is thus positively 
correlated to the amplitude of the oscillation. The parameter | controls the shape of the potential, which 
Figure 3.9: Schematic of the external connections of the torque motor. The quantities { and @ refer 
to the electrical currents driven by the two power supplies shown on the sides. The electrical current x  results due to the internal and external connections of the three coils. 
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is shown in Figure 3.10. Since a change of | shifts the resonance frequency of the system inevitably, 
the oscillation amplitude is altered mutually. It therefore depends on the actual oscillation frequency 
whether a change of | correlates positive or negative with the oscillation amplitude. 
3.3 Capabilities and Mechanical Performance 
In the following sections, the capabilities and the mechanical performance of the new QEXAFS 
monochromator are investigated and discussed. First the achievable scan rate and scan range, i.e. 
oscillation frequency and amplitude, using the described open loop drive are reviewed. The actual 
accuracy and repeatability of the oscillation are examined, based on angular encoder measurements 
during QEXAFS operation. Finally the long term stability is tested, which is an important property for 
non-QEXAFS applications. 
3.3.1 Scan Rate and Range 
The attainable angular amplitude  of the oscillating rotor dependents strongly on its oscillation 
frequency ,XYZ. This is consistent with the assumption of a constant maximal kinetic energy, which is 
proportional to (,XYZ(  in the case of a pure sinusoidal movement. In a simple mechanical model, where 
the rotor follows a sinusoidal trajectory and drag and friction emerging from the mechanics and bearings 
are neglected, the attainable amplitude can be estimated from equation (3.7). 
Figure 3.10: The solid lines show the magnetic potential experienced by the rotor for } = 0.5 A and 
different values of |. The dashed lines show the perturbed potential at two different points in time, 
as indicated by the vertical lines a and c in the inset, which shows the time dependent current 
according to equations (3.5) and (3.6) with } = 0.5 A, | = 1.0 A and ,XYZ = 10 Hz. 
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  = 14(,XYZ(  (3.7) 
Here  is the torque of the motor and  the mass moment of inertia of all the moving parts. The largest 
experimentally obtained amplitude of the fully assembled monochromator and the theoretical 
expectation according to this equation as a function of the oscillation frequency are shown in Figure 
3.11. The usable parameter space of the oscillatory drive is given by the blue colored area beneath the 
dotted line. Angular amplitudes larger than 2.7° may be technically possible at low frequencies, but were 
not investigated in detail, in order to avoid too much load on the mechanics. Frequencies greater than 
50 Hz result in very small impractical amplitudes. Besides the limited strength of the torque motor, this 
limitation is also caused by the employed power supplies which are not able to fully regulate the 
sinusoidal currents at high frequencies. As a consequence the offset current | increases inevitably at 
these frequencies and dampens the angular amplitude. 
Energy Scan Range 
As in conventional XAS measurements, the scan range of QEXAFS spectra is given by the 
Bragg angle range. It is therefore defined by the amplitude and center position of the crystal oscillation. 
The maximum amplitude is limited by the torque of the direct drive motor and decreases with higher 
oscillation frequencies as observed above. The two plots of Figure 3.12 indicate the attainable spectral 
range Δ =  ( −  as a function of the start energy  based on the largest possible amplitude at a 
given oscillation frequency (see Figure 3.11). Consequently, the gray colored areas below any solid 
curve represent the accessible spectral range at this oscillation frequency. The plots indicate that the 
total scan range can be made quite large, which can be well exploited in order to acquire several 
Figure 3.11: The data points of the dotted line show the observed maximum angular amplitudes of 
the oscillatory drive installed at the fully assembled SLS monochromator. The blue area beneath this 
line represents the accessible parameter range for QEXAFS operation. The dashed line displays the 
theoretical expectation based on equation (3.7) with  = 80 Nm and  = 0.1 kgm2. 
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absorption edges simultaneously. An example which nicely demonstrates the advantage of having timely 
correlated measurements at two absorption edges is given in section 6.2.1. 
3.3.2 Accuracy of the Crystal Oscillation 
The crystal motion is measured with high accuracy using the angular encoder during QEXAFS 
scans. It is therefore, that its actual trajectory does not need to be known precisely in advance. However, 
the trajectory can severely influence the mechanical stability of the monochromator, especially if it 
deviates from a pure sinusoidal motion and is hence likely to excite unwanted vibrations of the 
mechanics. The crystal oscillations were analyzed for various oscillation frequencies and amplitudes. 
The evaluated angular encoder data are based on the QEXAFS measurements at the Yb LIII-edge which 
will be discussed in section 6.1.1. 
Raw encoder signals with gradually increasing angular deflection from 0.61° to 2.56° at a 
constant oscillation frequency of 10 Hz are shown in the left plot of Figure 3.13. The right plot of this 
figure shows the deviation of the raw encoder data from a sinusoidal fit performed over 100 successive 
oscillation periods. The maximum deviations are in the range of 25 arcsec to 119 arcsec. The increase 
of the deviations generally correlate with the increase of the angular deflection. This observation agrees 
well with the principles of the open-loop drive as discussed in section 3.2.2, according to which the rotor 
oscillates in the minimum of a sinusoidal potential. For small angular deflections the experienced 
potential is nearly harmonic, resulting in a motion close to a perfect sine curve. As the amplitude 
increases, the experienced potential becomes more anharmonic, resulting in increased deviations from 
a pure sinusoidal movement.  
Figure 3.12: The solid curves show the accessible spectral range from to  + Δ of a QEXAFS 
measurement at constant oscillation frequencies using Si(111) and Si(311) crystals. QEXAFS 
measurements are possible within the grey areas beneath the solid curves. 
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Crystal movements at a nearly constant angular deflection of 0.3° and increasing oscillation 
frequencies from 10 Hz to 50 Hz were also analyzed. The corresponding raw encoder signals are shown 
on the left side of Figure 3.14. Again, the right plot shows the deviations of the raw encoder values from 
a sinusoidal fit performed over 100 oscillation periods. The observed deviations stay within 46 arcsec 
and do not increase significantly with higher oscillation frequencies, which is again in agreement with 
the principles of the open-loop drive, since the magnetic potential is nearly harmonic throughout the 
measurements. 
Figure 3.13: Trajectory at 10 Hz oscillation frequency and various amplitudes [16]. Given are the 
total angular ranges of the oscillation. The right plot shows the difference of the actual movement 
to sinusoidal fits. 
Figure 3.14: Trajectory at different oscillation frequencies [16]. Given are the total angular ranges 
of the oscillations. The right plot shows the difference of the actual movement to sinusoidal fits. 
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3.3.3 Repeatability of the Crystal Motion 
The stability of the scan range was investigated by evaluating the maximum angular deflection 
at the reversal points of the movement. The analyzed data are based on the same QEXAFS measurements 
already evaluated in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 and again cover 100 oscillation periods. Figures 3.15 and 
3.16 show the jitter of the maximum angular deflection as well as the resulting energy jitter of the scans. 
A Gaussian is fitted to each distribution to compare and quantify the variations. The mean jitter increases 
for larger angular deflections and higher oscillation frequencies and is found to be within 8 arcsec and 
30 arcsec throughout the measurements. This jitter corresponds to a variation of the total scan range of 
Figure 3.15: Relative frequency of the crystals angular deflection at its reversal points during 
oscillation and resulting energy jitter [16]. The red curves represent Gaussian fits to the data. 
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a few eV. This minor jitter of less than 5% of the total scan range is in general of no significance for 
QEXAFS measurements.  
3.3.4 Long Term Stability 
The standstill stability of the Bragg angle is of particular importance in the non-QEXAFS or 
conventional step scanning mode. This mode is required for step-scanning techniques, such as 
conventional XAS or X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) methods and fixed energy experiments, such 
as HEROS [66,67] or laser pump X-ray probe experiments. To realize best stability, the rotor of the 
torque motor can be mechanically locked from the atmospheric side by means of a metal clamp. In this 
case, the goniometer still facilitates rotations of the crystals over the entire angular range and the 
in-vacuum angular encoder can still be used to read the Bragg angle. The stability was verified by 
continuous sampling of the in-vacuum encoder output at 10 kHz over 65 hours. Over the entire 
Figure 3.16: Relative frequency of the crystals angular deflection at its reversal points during 
oscillation and resulting energy jitter [16]. The red curves represent Gaussian fits to the data. 
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observation time, the encoder readings toggled only between two adjacent discrete values separated by 
its angular resolution of 0.18 arc seconds. The mean angular position averaged over one hour is plotted 
over time in Figure 3.17. The angular position is static within adjacent values and there is no real drift. 
Taking into account a typical Darwin width (FWHM) of e.g. 6.6 arc seconds at 9 keV for Si(111) or 
1.5 arcsec at 16 keV for Si(311), the Bragg angle is absolute stable within a fraction of the Darwin width 
over the full observation period. This is fully sufficient for any practical application. 
  
Figure 3.17: Deflection of the Bragg angle in the standstill non-QEXAFS mode recorded over 65 
hours [4]. The black dots display the mean angular position averaged over one hour and the error 
bars indicate their standard deviation. 
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4 Data Acquisition and Evaluation 
QEXAFS is a real time method. As such, the sample is probed continuously, while the changes, 
which are in focus of the investigation, occur. This puts essential requirements towards a data acquisition 
system (DAQ), since the experimental data need to be acquired and stored in real time as well. 
Furthermore, all relevant signals, such as the detector signals of ionization chambers and the Bragg 
angle, have to be sampled absolutely simultaneously in order to calculate the correct absorption at 
defined X-ray energies. The DAQ build for the SLS QEXAFS experiment meets these requirements and 
is presented in section 4.1. The DAQ employed at P64 differs only in a few aspects, which are 
specifically highlighted, if necessary. 
QEXAFS experiments, which run for several minutes to a few hours, typically accumulate tens of 
thousands to over hundreds of thousand individual spectra, leading to datasets in the double digit GB 
range. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 explain the data evaluation software JAQ, which was developed to facilitate 
access to the huge amount of data acquired during QEXAFS measurements.  
4.1 DAQ Hard- and Software 
The data acquisition system (DAQ) is based on the industry standard PXI (PCI eXtension for 
Instrumentation) platform. This platform is an extension of the PCI and PCIe architecture known from 
personal computers with additional timing and trigger channels to facilitate synchronization among bus 
subscribers. The bus provides high bandwidth, low latency and is physically distributed via a backplane 
in an external chassis. Multiple backplanes, i.e. chassis, and a bus master can be linked by means of 
bridges utilizing copper or glass fiber interconnections. The DAQ configured for QEXAFS utilizes a 
National Instruments PXIe-6366 multifunctional data acquisition board. This module provides multiple 
analog-to-digital-converters (ADCs), digital-to-analog-converters (DACs) and general purpose digital 
input output pins (GPIOs). It is used to acquire spectra and to control the oscillation of the 
monochromator. The module is installed in a chassis (NI PXIe-1073 at SLS, NI PXIe-1082 at P64) next 
to a MXI glass fiber bridge (NI PXIe-PCIe8375) which connects to an external bus master, a Windows 
based host PC located in the control hutch. The glass fiber connection ensures a fully electrical isolated 
and interference free connection. The chassis is small enough to be placed on the experimental table  
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NI PXIe-6366 
    
      
Analog Input – ADC 
    
Number of Channels 8   
Resolution 16 bits 
Sample Rate per Channel 2 MS/s 
Bandwidth 1 MHz 
max. Input Range ±10 V 
Input Impedance >100 GΩ 
Timing Resolution 10 ns 
Timing Accuracy 50 ppm 
      
Analog Output - DAC 
    
Number of Channels 2   
Resolution 16 bits 
Sample Rate per Channel 3.3 MS/s 
max. Output Range ±10 V 
Timing Resolution 10 ns 
Timing Accuracy 50 ppm 
      
Counter 
    
Number of Channels 4   
Number of Encoder Inputs 2   
Resolution 32 bits 
max. Internal Base Clock 100 MHz 
Base Clock Accuracy 50 ppm 
Table 4.1: Summary of the relevant specifications of the PXIe multifunctional data acquisition 
board. 
close to the detectors. This keeps the length of sensitive signal cables as short as possible. The digital 
encoder signals are less susceptible to electronic noise or interference and are directly transmitted from 
the monochromator to the chassis. The output voltages of the detectors are digitized simultaneously by 
the ADCs provided by the DAQ. Sinusoidal voltages, which are required to drive the power supplies of 
the torque motor, are generated with DAC channels and the digital counters of the DAQ are used to read 
the incremental quadrature output of the angular encoder. An overview of the layout is shown in Figure 
4.1 and a summary of the important features is given in Table 4.1. 
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Sampling Frequency 
A master clock running at 100 MHz is passed through a prescaler and is distributed among the 
ADCs. This ensures that the conversion of all channels is triggered at exactly the same moment in time. 
The sampling frequency ,Q, which is defined by the settings of the prescaler, needs to be high enough, 
in order to avoid loss of information due to undersampling. A lower limit of ,Q can be determined by 
equation (4.1), which considers the active crystals intrinsic energy resolution b and the maximum scan 
rate | L⁄ |dWw. 
 ,Qd:e = 1b L dWw (4.1) 
Assuming a sinusoidal crystal oscillation, following the form @.W$$L
 =  4562,XYZL
 + , which 
is in good agreement with the true motion of the crystals (see section 3.3.2), the maximum scan rate | L⁄ |dWw can be estimated by the following inequality 
 L dWw < 〈L dWw〉 ≔ ℎB2 2,XYZ BK4 − 
456 − 
(, (4.2)i 
which leads to the final estimation of the minimal necessary sampling frequency ,Yd:e: 
 ,Qd:e < 1b 〈L dWw〉. (4.3) 
The right term of this estimate can be evaluated as a function of the scan start energy , the scan range 
∆ and the oscillation frequency ,XYZ. Lower limits of ,Q can be found, by taking the capabilities of the 
                                                     
i
 The derivation of this inequality is carried out in the Appendix A. 
Figure 4.1: Layout of the data acquisition system used for QEXAFS measurements. Depending on 
the experimental setup and sample chamber, unused analog or digital inputs may be used to 
simultaneously acquire additional sensor readings, such as temperatures, pressures or valve 
switching states. 
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oscillatory drive, i.e. the dependency between ,XYZ and  (see section 3.3.1) into account. The results 
are shown in the plots of Figure 4.2 for various oscillation frequencies between 10 Hz and 50 Hz for 
both available monochromator crystals. The blue area limited by the dotted black line represents the 
capabilities of the drive, i.e. the allowed operating conditions of the monochromator, while the solid 
curves solve 1 b⁄ 〈 L⁄ |dWw〉 for constant scan ranges ∆ typically used in experiments. Required 
sampling frequencies are found on the solid curves within the blue area. Accordingly, sampling 
frequencies of a few 100 kHz not exceeding 200 kHz for the Si(111) crystal or 500 kHz in the case of 
the Si(311) crystal are sufficient in any practical scenario. This demand is well matched by the analog 
inputs of the employed DAQ, which provides an input bandwidth of 1 MHz and a maximum sampling 
frequency of 2 MHz per channel. 
The acquisition software, presented in the next section 4.1.2, was developed to be operated by 
the users during experiments and allows to set the sampling frequency. However, a maxed out sampling 
frequency of 2 MHz is generally preferable and exclusively used for the XAS measurements shown and 
discussed throughout this work. At this sampling frequency the QEXAFS measurements are almost in 
any case oversampled, which allows to resolve higher frequency components of the noise spectrum 
originating from the detection system and the ADC itself [68]. Subsequent digital low pass filtering can 
be performed to remove these components and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Electronic Noise 
The frequency distribution of single bits occurring in an unfiltered raw measurement is shown 
in Figure 4.3. For that purpose, the dark current of a gridded ionization chamber, installed at a beamline 
Figure 4.2: The function 	 〈	z dWw〉 serves as an estimate of the required sampling frequency. Here 
it is given as a function of the scan start energy  and represented by the solid curves. The blue area 
indicates the operational range of the monochromator as observed in section 3.3.1. 
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on the experimental table and connected through a current amplifier with a gain of 106 V/A, was sampled 
for 2.5 s at 2 MHz. A two channel table-top high voltage power supply (ISEG, THQ DPS 30-405-24-5) 
was specifically chosen to operate the ionization chambers, due to its low ripple of less than 3 mV at 
3 keV output voltage. This is a crucial property for minimizing noise in the output signals of ionization 
chambers. A Gaussian fitted to the frequency distribution shows a FWHM of the measured background 
noise of 0.701 mV. Assuming a typical signal level of a few Volts during a real QEXAFS measurements, 
this noise level results in a signal-to-noise ratio of higher than 103. 
4.1.1 Angular Encoder 
Determining the accurate Bragg angle of the used monochromator crystal in real time is of 
crucial importance in QEXAFS experiments. This angle defines the energy scale of each spectrum and 
imprecise measurements would severely affect the quality and significance of the measured spectra. Due 
to the high displacement velocity of the crystals during QEXAFS operation and the required angular 
resolution in the sub arc second regime, utmost care is needed to realize a fast and valid angular 
measurement. 
The Bragg angle is resolved by two optical angular encoders. An incremental encoder 
(Renishaw: Tonic T2611-30M, RESM20USA115) is used for fast on-the-fly measurements during 
QEXAFS operation, while an additional absolute encoder (Renishaw: Resolute RA32BVA115B30V, 
RESA30USA115B) is available for calibration purposes. Each encoder read head uses its own circular 
scale, which is mounted to the crystal stage in-vacuum (see Figure 3.3). The read heads are mounted to 
the main front flange of the vacuum chamber by means of rigid frames. Consequently, these encoders 
read the real Bragg angle with respect to the vacuum chamber, which is according to equation (3.1) the 
sum of the goniometer and the torque motor angles. This arrangement eliminates incorrect 
measurements of the Bragg angle due to possible backlash or mechanical play in the mechanics of the 
goniometer. 
Figure 4.3: Noise level sampled at 2 MHz with powered ionization chambers and current amplifiers 
at a gain of 106 V/A, without X-ray beam. The left plot shows the first 500 µs of the acquired raw 
values, the right plot displays the frequency distribution of 5 × 10U samples. The Gaussian (red 
curve) fitted to the distribution reveals a FWHM of 701 µV. 
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Incremental Encoder 
The incremental encoder is particularly important for QEXAFS measurements, since it provides 
real time angular information with the required high resolution. The analog output of the read head is 
electronically interpolated and converted into a digital quadrature signal, which is transmitted to the 
DAQ. A quadrature signal contains two phase shifted high frequency digital square waves. The output 
frequency ,	eZ"., typically in the MHz regime, is limited by the employed interpolator and defines 
the highest measurable angular velocity of the Bragg axis and the radial velocity 	eZ".dWw  of the circular 
scale. Assuming a sinusoidal oscillation of the Bragg axis and considering the highest angular velocity 
of this motion, the dependency of the maximum usable oscillation amplitude  on the oscillation 
frequency ,XYZ can be determined by 
  = 	eZ".dWw ,	eZ".
2,XYZQZWD" . (4.4) 
This dependency is plotted in Figure 4.4 for different commercially available encoder output 
frequencies. The blue area in the background represents the experimentally observed oscillation 
capabilities of the SLS monochromator, which is discussed in section 3.3. From this plot it can be 
deduced that the output frequency must be larger than 10 MHz. Considering a margin for future 
upgrades and improvements an interpolator with a higher output frequency should be chosen. However, 
transmitting high frequency square waves over a long distance, typically on the order of 30 m to 100 m, 
without distorting its phase relationship is critical and should therefore be avoided by minimizing the 
frequency as far as possible. The interpolator used with the SLS monochromator (Renishaw 
DOP0400A50A) features an output frequency of 50 MHz. 
The angular resolution of the incremental encoder using a x400 interpolator amounts to 
0.18 arc seconds, which for instance corresponds to an energy resolution of about 0.05 eV at 10 keV 
using the Si(311) crystal and 0.09 eV at 20 keV using the Si(311) crystal. 
Figure 4.4: The areas beneath the solid curves indicate sinusoidal oscillations, which do not exceed 
the maximum radial velocity measurable with the employed angular encoder at a given output 
frequency. The solid lines represent the limit of the measurable oscillations. The blue area restricted 
by the black dotted line shows the feasible oscillation parameter field of the SLS monochromator. 
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Absolute Encoder 
The absolute encoder divides the circumference of its scale into 232 equidistant ticks and reaches 
a total accuracy of ±2.44 arc seconds. This is sufficient to pre-align the Si(111) crystals within 1 eV and 
the Si(311) within 2 eV. The major advantage of the absolute encoder is an immediate accurate reading 
of the absolute angular position at any time even after restart or power down of the data acquisition 
system. This is different from the incremental encoder which is reset to zero every time it is initialized. 
However, the absolute encoder alone is not suited for fast QEXAFS measurement since its readout 
frequency is too low. 
Implementation of the Angular Encoder 
The incremental angular encoder provides an analog sine/cosine signal and if connected to an 
interpolator, a digital quadrature signal as well. In principle both signals can be recorded by the DAQ 
and used for QEXAFS measurements, but there are distinct differences concerning their 
implementations and consequences due to their sensitivity towards electronic interference. 
The analog signal can be directly fed into free ADC channels of the DAQ. In this way the 
encoder signal is intrinsically synchronized with the analog data of the detectors. Moreover, this 
procedure offers the advantage of setting the final angular resolution after the measurement was taken. 
However, this implementation is sensitive to electronic noise, which could limit the achievable angular 
resolution in the end, especially since the encoder signal has to be transmitted over a long distance from 
the monochromator to the DAQ. This scheme is therefore not implemented at the SuperXAS nor at the 
P64 beamlines. Instead, in both cases the digital quadrature signal is used. This signal is obtained by 
hardware interpolation within the interpolators electronics and does not need further processing. It is fed 
into two digital counter inputs capable of interpreting quadrature signals. However, in this case proper 
synchronization of the ADCs and counters has to be established. It is not only essential to have both 
devices triggering simultaneously but it is also required to start on the same clock edge. With respect to 
the fact that both devices can only be configured and initialized one after another and that both devices 
need a different number of clock cycles to actually activate, the implementation of a synchronous start 
is a critical task. 
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To achieve accurate synchronization, the clock is looped through one of the devices to the other, 
instead of a parallel distribution (see Figure 4.5). By doing so, the last device, here the digital counter, 
can be first configured, initialized and left armed, waiting for the first clock cycle. Then the other device 
is configured and initialized. At the moment when the latter becomes active, the clock is immediately 
passed through and both devices start acquiring data on the same clock edge. Not doing so results in a 
constant time shift between the acquired angular and analog data streams. 
Correct synchronization was verified by simultaneous sampling of both, the analog sine/cosine 
and the digital quadrature signals provided by the angular encoder. Figure 4.6 shows random angular 
noise which was recorded during relaxation after the crystal stage of the monochromator has been 
slightly displaced. The top plot makes use of the shared clock scheme. The clear shift between both 
signals prove an unsynchronized start of the acquisition. The lower plot is based on a measurement with 
a looped clock. Here the analog and digital signals overlap without a noticeable phase-shift, which 
confirms the accurate synchronization. 
Figure 4.5: Two different implementations of clock distribution among devices of the DAQ. The 
devices receive the same clock in both schemes, however only the ‘Looped Clock’ scheme enables 
a synchronous start of both devices on the same clock edge. 
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4.1.2 DAQ Software 
All data acquired by the DAQ is transmitted by means of a glass fiber bridge to a computer in 
the control hutch. A software program, written in C# .net 4.5 and running on this computer under the 
operating system Microsoft Windows 7, was developed to operate the DAQ. It was designed to be used 
by the experimentalists and external user groups at the beamline. The program enables to configure and 
operate the DAQ. It further displays the current input signals as a function of time with an adjustable 
refresh rate of up to 10 Hz. To facilitate these functions, the program handles all the relevant data 
streams, going to and originating from the DAQ, as well as the write-to-disk data stream. 
In a typical QEXAFS experiment 4 channels are acquired, three analog signals of detectors and 
one angular encoder signal. If sampled with 2 MHz and transmitted in double precision (8 Bytes), this 
yields a continuous data rate of approximately 61 MB per second. Incoming data is distributed among 
buffers temporarily stored in the main memory. The size of each buffer matches the refresh rate of the 
displayed data multiplied by the sampling frequency. If a buffer is filled the raw unedited data is written 
to disk and the buffer is discarded. Two files are created, one containing all analog signals, the other 
Figure 4.6: Shown are the digital and analog incremental encoder outputs of random angular noise, 
which have been simultaneously sampled at 2 MHz to verify the synchronization of the analog and 
digital part of the data acquisition system. The top plot exhibits a clear shift between the analog and 
digital signals indicating an incorrect synchronization. The blue arrows point to regions at which the   
phase relationship is particular obvious. 
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containing angular encoder data. To lessen the actual file sizes on disk, data is stored binary with single 
precision (4 Bytes). A detailed description of the data structure can be found in the Appendix B.  
Figure 4.7 shows typical raw data of a QEXAFS experiment acquired by the DAQ. A Yb2O3 
powder sample was measured in transmission at the Yb LIII-edge with a repetition rate of 60 spectra per 
second. The signals ADC 0 and ADC 1 refer to the measured output voltages of current amplifiers 
connected to corresponding gridded ionization chambers. ADC 0 is proportional to the incident photon 
flux and ADC 1 is proportional to the transmitted photon flux. The encoder signal shows the sinusoidal 
crystal deflection around an unknown Bragg angle offset. It is an essential task of a dedicated evaluation 
software to determine this offset and to isolate each spectrum in the data stream. The program JAQ was 
developed to fulfill this task and is presented in the next section. 
4.2 Data Evaluation with JAQ – Preprocessing 
A comprehensive software program was developed, that allows to edit, process, evaluate and 
export QEXAFS datasets. This program is named JAQ [ʤæk], which is the recursive acronym for JAQ 
Analyzes QEXAFS. It was specifically developed to be capable of processing time resolved XAS 
measurements comprising of more than hundred thousands of individual XAS spectra. This feature in 
particular distinguishes JAQ from other well established XAS evaluation programs, such as WinXAS 
Figure 4.7: Example of a QEXAFS measurement of Yb2O3 at the LIII-edge showing the acquired 
raw data of each channel. ADC 0 refers to the first, ADC 1 to the second output of current amplifiers 
connected to gridded ionization chambers. The red dashed lines indicate the beginning and ending 
of single spectra contained in the data streams. 
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[69], Ifeffit [70,71] or Viper [72], which lack the ability to process significantly more than 20 to 50 
individual spectra at once. JAQ is also the only program available, which makes use of the precise time 
information between recorded spectra and the comprised data points. For instance, this is crucial for the 
time correction interpolation (TCI) and digital filtering as discussed in sections 4.2.3 and 4.3.1. The 
graphical user interface (GUI) of the main window of JAQ is shown in Figure 4.8. 
JAQ is written in the object oriented programming language C# using Microsoft’s 
.Net environment. Basic algorithms, for instance used for linear least-squares fitting of numerical data 
are based on [73] and have been translated from Fortran, ANSI C or C++ into C#. The only external 
library incorporated is the ZedGraph class library which is available under the GNU LGPLv2 license 
[74] and used for the plot plane. 
The QEXAFS Workflow 
The typical workflow of QEXAFS data evaluation differs in a few steps from conventional 
XAFS analysis. To retrieve an arbitrary spectrum from a data set preprocessing is required. All necessary 
working steps are implemented in JAQ. An overview indicating the workflow is given in Figure 4.9. 
The algorithms behind the functions Splitting and Energy Calibration are described in sections 4.2.1 
and 4.2.2. Once single spectra can be addressed and retrieved from the data set the measurement can be 
Figure 4.8: Main window of JAQ. The File Manager on the left lists all loaded files. These can be 
of different type, such as binary QEXAFS data sets, single spectra in ASCII and more. The scrollbar 
below the plot window enables the user to browse through the spectra of the active data set. 
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evaluated using the implemented features of JAQ. These are described in section 4.3. Alternatively all 
or individual spectra can be converted to ASCII for further processing with 3rd party software programs. 
4.2.1 Splitting 
The very first step in QEXAFS data evaluation requires to isolate each single spectrum in the 
data set. This step is performed in the Splitting feature of JAQ by processing the encoder data. The major 
aim, at this stage, is to get a list of pointers, which refer to the beginning of each spectrum in the stream. 
By means of this list any spectrum can be accessed by reading data between two consecutive pointers. 
In JAQ, these pointers are called Split Positions, and are stored in an additional file (see Appendix B) 
using the suffix ‘_SplitPositions.bin’. The relevant steps of the splitting algorithm is schematically 
shown in Figure 4.10. 
During a measurement the monochromator crystals follow a sinusoidal trajectory which is 
monitored by the angular encoder. The reversal points of this motion define the needed split positions 
between two successive spectra. Determining these positions reliable is more challenging than it appears 
at a first glance. The angular speed near the reversal points is very low and eventually vanishes. Due to 
Figure 4.9: Schematic of the initial workflow in JAQ. Once the files Split Positions and Calibration
are created the associated steps Splitting and Energy Calibration can be skipped. 
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the discrete nature of the encoder values, the actual values around this region might not change over a 
certain number of samples. In addition, the angular values are subject to a number of uncertainties, 
which complicate the problem. Typical characteristics of the movement such as offset, amplitude and 
frequency may not be known in advance and might also jitter to a certain amount. A further obstacle is 
that the size of the encoder data only may be larger than the available space in the main memory of the 
processing computer. File sizes of encoder data of the order of 10 GB are not uncommon and thus it 
might not be possible to store the entire encoder stream in one large array. 
The Split Algorithm 
The split algorithm implemented in JAQ solves several of the mentioned problems within its 
first two working steps. Instead of locating the extreme values of the recorded motion directly, zero 
crossings of the 1st derivate are tracked. These can be easily detected by a change of sign or a value 
Figure 4.10: Schematic of the Splitting algorithm implemented in JAQ. The algorithm is used to 
determine a list of Split Positions which indicate the beginning and end of each spectrum in the 
QEXAFS data set. 
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equal to zero. Furthermore, by differentiating the encoder date, the arbitrary offset and the unknown 
amplitude is lost. However, a straightforward numeric derivation, following the simple instruction 
 <:: = <: − <: (4.5) 
does not always yield a meaningful derivative. The reason is that the angular encoder is often 
oversampled (see section 4.1) and due to the quantized encoder values, there are always a few 
consecutive samples <:,  <:,  … which do not differ from each other. As a consequence, the simple 
approach based on equation (4.5) would yield a derivative which is zero everywhere but for single 
positions where the samples actually change, obscuring the underlying sinusoidal movement 
completely. Efficient smoothing of the encoder data first is therefore an essential step in the algorithm.  
The initial smoothing, following equation (4.6), is performed when the file is accessed for the 
first time. By averaging over a given number of samples and keeping only the averaged values, the 
number of samples is reduced to a length which can fit in the main memory. In addition, the encoder 
data stream is sufficiently smooth to be differentiated. 
 <̅*: = 16 & <:*ee:  (4.6) 
The smoothed and derived encoder function of a 30 Hz QEXAFS measurement is shown in the plots of 
Figure 4.11. The encoder signal was sampled with 2 MHz and initially averaged over 14 samples. This 
pre-smoothed function was further smoothed by means of a moving window with a width of 10 samples 
before its derivative was calculated. The right plot of this figure shows a closer look to a section near a 
Figure 4.11: Derivative of a 30 Hz sinusoidal crystal trajectory after initial averaging and 
smoothing. The right plot shows the blue shaded area around a reversal point of motion more closely.
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reversal point. There are still multiple zero crossings found indicating that the performed smoothing was 
not too strong but adequate. To get reasonable split positions from a list of zero crossings, the algorithm 
makes use of -surroundings. Each zero crossing laying within a surrounding  is assumed to belong to 
a single unique reversal point. The final split positions are then determined as the center of gravity of 
all zero crossings found within the -surrounding. 
To help to determine a reasonable width of an -surrounding, the algorithm calculates the 
distances of each zero crossing to its next right neighbor and computes their frequency distribution, 
which is then displayed in a histogram, as shown in the red plot of Figure 4.12. The distribution typically 
separates into two disjoint fairly sharp bounded blocks. At the left side all distances which amount to 
only a few data points are displayed. On the right side the long distances accumulate. These are only 
found between the last and the first zero crossing of two adjacent reversal points. A good value for the 
width of an -surrounding is therefore found anywhere in between these two sets. 
By choosing an appropriate -surrounding a list of split positons can be determined. This list 
can be similarly analyzed in a histogram. The blue histogram of Figure 4.12 shows the frequency 
distribution of distances between adjacent split positions. This distribution is now centered around the 
expected value of 1 2,XYZ⁄ . Since the sampling rate is known this distribution can be used to precisely 
determine the oscillation frequency of the monochromator and its jitter. Also corrupt measurements 
caused by unstable oscillations can be quickly identified by these histograms. 
In extremely rare cases it was observed that the oscillatory motion of the crystals has been 
disturbed, supposably due to a delayed buffer reload of the DAC. An example is given in Figure 4.13, 
Figure 4.12: Red histogram: Frequency distribution of next neighbor distances between all zero 
crossings of a 30 Hz sinusoidal crystal trajectory. This histogram is used to define a reasonable -surrounding. Blue histogram: Frequency distribution of next neighbor distances between all split 
positions which have been determined based on an -surrounding of 7.96 ms. 
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which shows the encoder signal and the frequency distribution of zero crossings of an impaired 
measurement. In this case the histogram differs distinctly from that shown in Figure 4.12. The 
accumulation of long time gaps is not as sharp as in typical measurements and shows lot of individual 
spikes. JAQ provides various tools to identify problems of the measurement, to locate the position of 
the imperfection and to restore the measurement. 
The GUI of the Splitting Module in JAQ 
The GUI (Graphical User Interface) of the split module is shown in Figure 4.14. The right plot 
shows the smoothed derivative of the encoder signal. Zero crossings (orange x-crosses) and split 
positions (red diamonds) are plotted on top of this graph. The frequency distribution of the time distance 
between consecutive zero crossings is shown as a histogram in the left plot. This plot window also shows 
a cursor which can be moved by the track bar below. By means of this cursor the width of the -surrounding can be set by the user. 
Figure 4.13: Histogram and encoder signal of a corrupt QEXAFS measurement. The histogram 
displays the frequency distribution of next neighbor distances between all zero crossings. The right 
plot shows a section of the encoder signal around the imperfection. The affected part amounts to 
about one second. By removing this region from the data set, the rest of the measurement can be 
saved and still be analyzed. 
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4.2.2 Energy Calibration 
The energy scale is determined from the angular measurement of the monochromator crystals. 
This measurement is not necessarily calibrated and the Bragg angle may be measured relative to an 
unknown static offset ?. JAQ can determine this offset if the correct energy at an arbitrary position 
within the measurement is known. Typically the absorption edge position of the sample or of a reference 
material and the corresponding electron binding energy 	$" are well suited for this purpose. The offset 
is determined according to equation (4.7), where ?L
|	$" is the local encoder value at the position of 
the absorption edge. 
 ? = g456  ℎB2C1D 1	$" − ?L
|	$" (4.7) 
The determined offset is stored together with other parameters, such as the lattice constant C1D and the 
binding energy, in an additional file (see Appendix B) with the suffix “_Calibrations.bin”. The encoder 
values of a spectrum can then be transformed into energy by means of equation (4.8). 
  = ℎB2C1D 1456#? + ?L
% (4.8) 
Figure 4.14: GUI of the Splitting module in JAQ. The left plot shows the frequency distribution of 
the calculated distances between zero crossings, whereas the right plot displays the first derivative 
of the smoothed encoder signal. The red diamond symbols indicate the determined Split Positions
based on the -surrounding defined by the red cursor in the left histogram plot. 
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The GUI of the Calibration Module in JAQ 
Figure 4.15 shows the GUI of the calibration module in JAQ. All required steps to transform 
the encoder signal into photon energy can be performed in this window. 
The left plot shows two consecutive spectra plotted on top of each other. These are not yet 
calibrated but plotted as a function of encoder value. Since one of these spectra is measured with 
increasing energy and the other with decreasing energy, any differences between these spectra indicate 
an impaired measurement, most likely due to an insufficient bandwidth of the detector system, imprecise 
Bragg angle measurements or a false synchronization between the detector inputs and the encoder 
signals. The latter can be corrected in some cases by adding a constant time shift to the encoder signal. 
The right plot is used to calibrate the energy scale of the measurements. The absorption edge is 
usually defined by a local extreme value of the first derivative of the absorption spectrum. To help the 
user locate this position, this plot window shows the first derivative of the blue spectrum. The red cursor 
can then be placed manually to define the edge position. 
4.2.3 Get Spectra and Time Correction Interpolation 
By using the information obtained in the two previous steps, Splitting and Energy Calibration, 
real absorption spectra can finally be retrieved from the dataset. This is performed by the function Get 
Spectra (see Figure 4.9). Furthermore, this function also maps all measured data onto a single equidistant 
energy grid, which is a necessary step towards enabling batch processing. This energy grid is defined 
by the highest start energy and the lowest end energy of all scans. To accomplish this, the spectra are 
Figure 4.15: GUI of the Calibration module in JAQ. The left plot displays single consecutive up
and down spectra on top of each other. The right plot shows the first derivative of a selected spectrum 
and displays a cursor to define the edge position. The spectra shown are still a function of encoder 
values or sample number. 
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cropped to equal length in order to remove the jitter of the oscillation amplitude. In a next step multiple 
analog samples which are acquired at the same encoder value are averaged. Thus, the resulting number 
of data points in a spectrum is rather given by the resolution of the angular encoder than the sampling 
frequency, meaning that increasing the sampling frequency improves the average but keeps the final 
number of data points in a spectrum untouched. 
Time Base 
A straightforward time reference based on the fixed oscillation frequency ,XYZ and the sequential 
numbering of all ! spectra in the dataset can be constructed. The center time L: and period ∆L: of a given 
spectrum is then defined by 
 L: = 25 + 14,XYZ + L 
∆L: = 14,XYZ 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where the index 5 runs from 0 to ! − 1 and L is a constant time offset to account for the −1zC spectrum 
which is only partially acquired and therefore rejected. The time frame during which a specific spectrum 
has been recorded is then given by L: ± ∆L:. 
Time Correction Interpolation 
The period ∆L: (see Equation (4.10)) reflects the fact that QEXAFS spectra are sequentially 
acquired and although, in a strict sense, it is not possible to attribute a single point in time to a given 
spectrum, QEXAFS data is often treated in this way. This can be justified by the basic assumption made 
for most QEXAFS experiments, that any change of the sample which would lead to a measureable 
change of its absorption spectrum is negligible within the acquisition time of one spectrum. In other 
words: The oscillation frequency is chosen high enough to oversample the measurement in the time 
domain. The Time Correction Interpolation (TCI) was developed to improve the situation if this can not 
be ensured and hence single spectra can not be regarded as quasi static. Applied to the entire QEXAFS 
data set, the TCI yields a new set of X-ray absorption coefficients , L
 which are equally spaced in 
the energy as well as in the time domain. As a consequence, the new interpolated absorption coefficients 
belonging to an individual spectrum are virtually measured simultaneously at one specific point in time. 
A theoretical example on how this improves the linear combination analysis of QEXAFS measurements 
is given at the end of this section, while the principles of the linear combination analysis are explained 
in section 4.3.3. Moreover, an equidistant dataset is also an important requirement for the application of 
digital filters. These are discussed in section 4.3.1. 
The TCI maps the measured data onto an equidistant time grid by linear interpolating along the 
time direction. This is illustrated in the two plots of Figure 4.16. The dotted black sinusoidal line drawn 
in the left plot approximates the scanning behavior of the monochromator. The black dots on top of this 
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line indicate where the X-ray absorption coefficient is known in the time-energy plane. The blue areas 
depict the time period during which the individual spectra are measured. The TCI determines new data 
points, shown as red diamonds in the plot, by linear interpolation between two successive samples of , 
which have been measured at the same energy but actually belong to different spectra. The interpolation 
is then evaluated at the center time of the individual spectra. This procedure is illustrated by the dashed 
orange lines, which connect the two samples of  used for the interpolation. The final result is depicted 
in the right plot, showing a regular array of interpolated samples equidistant in energy and time. 
The time corrected spectra can now be attributed to single points in time. Similar to the idea of 
equation (4.9) the center time of the time corrected spectra can be computed by equation (4.11) where 
the oscillation frequency and the time offset have been substituted with their means in order to account 
for jitter in oscillation frequency and amplitude. 
 L:Z = 25 + 14〈,XYZ〉 + 〈L〉 (4.11) 
Based on the split positions 4: (see section 4.2.3), these means can be computed according to equations 
(4.12) and (4.13), which are derived in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 4.16: The black dots of the left plot schematically indicate where the X-ray absorption 
coefficient , L
 is determined by the QEXAFS measurement. These points are not equally spaced 
along the time direction. The TCI determines new data points by linear interpolation along the 
horizontal orange lines. The right plot illustrates the result, showing equidistant data points. 
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 〈,XYZ〉 = 12 ! − 14d − 4 
〈L〉 = 4 + 4d2! − 1
 − 12 4d − 4
 + 1! − 1 & 4:d(:  
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Example of the Time Correction Interpolation using linear combination analysis 
A brief example of the benefits of using the TCI when performing a linear combination analysis 
(LCA) is given here. The underlying principles of the LCA and their implementation in JAQ are 
discussed in section 4.3.3. For this example, two single X-ray absorption spectra have been extracted 
from a real QEXAFS measurement of copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS) formation taken at Cu K-edge. 
The two extracted spectra represent the initial and final state of a chemical reaction and are here used to 
model a hypothetical transition with a well-defined kinetic. Given the normalized static spectra, e.d{  
and e.d@  the model can be expressed as: 
 e.d, L
 = #1 − BL
%e.d{ 
 + BL
e.d@ 
 (4.14) 
with an appropriate transition function BL
. The transition used in this example is defined by equations 
(4.15) and (4.16). It is based on a smooth symmetric step function ,Qz"L
 defining the transition 
between the components A and B. 
 BL
 =  0 0 ≤ L ≤ L,Qz" _ L − LL( − L` L ≤ L ≤ L(1 L( ≤ L  ,Qz"L
 = 6L − 15L + 10L 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
The input spectra, e.d{  and e.d@  are shown in Figure 4.17. These are also used as the 
reference spectra in the analysis. Hence, the LCA should yield the known coefficients 1 − BL
 and BL
. 
However, since these are not static within the fitting range, which is indicated by the blue area, errors 
Figure 4.17: Normalized XAS spectra used for the demonstration of the time corrected linear 
combination analysis feature of JAQ. The blue area indicates the fitting region. The spectra have 
been extracted from a real QEXAFS measurement of copper zinc tin sulfide (CZTS) formation 
during steady state conditions of the sample. 
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are to be expected. To evaluate the influence of the TCI, the LCA is performed firstly according to the 
conventional approach, i.e. by using the spectra as is, and secondly with time corrected spectra. 
The plots of Figure 4.18 display the results of the LCA. In the upper plots the transition was 
chosen to complete within 5 spectra and in the lower plots the transition was chosen to complete within 
10 spectra. The upper plots of both evaluations show the values of the coefficients, found with a 
conventional approach, the time corrected approach and the expectation values based on the models 
input. The lower plots evaluate the quality of the LCA fits by calculating its coefficient of determination (. This error estimate is defined by equations (4.17) and (4.18), where the :’s are the dependent 
variables, i.e. the measured data points and the ’s are the results of the fit. 
 ( = 1 − ∑ : − 
(e:∑ : − 〈〉
(e:  
〈〉 = 16 & :e:  
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
The examples show that in both cases the time corrected approach using the TCI yield the better 
fit and coefficients with smaller errors. The actual improvement is more pronounced for the faster 
transition, which is shown in the top plot. Within the static regions, before and after the transition, both 
methods yield the same correct coefficients. Thus, for slow transitions approaching the limit of quasi 
static changes, the differences between the results of both methods vanishes and using the time corrected 
approach becomes optional. However, in the case of very fast sample changes the TCI is a valid and 
promising approach to improve the analysis of time resolved QEXAFS measurements. 
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Figure 4.18: Results of a LCA using unmodified spectra in the conventional evaluation and time 
corrected spectra using the TCI. The analysis is based on a hypothetical model, providing a smooth 
and complete transition between two pure states. The transition completes within 5 (upper plots) or 
10 (lower plots) successive spectra. 
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4.3 Data Evaluation with JAQ - Features of JAQ 
Once preprocessing of the QEXAFS dataset is completed and individual spectra are accessible, 
the actual measurement can be evaluated. For that purpose JAQ provides various tools of which the 
most important ones within the scope of this work will be discussed in the following sections. 
The implementation of digital filers to improve the signal-to-noise ratio are discussed in section 
4.3.1. Section 4.3.2 deals with all common functions which are needed in typical XAS data processing, 
such as background subtraction, normalization and the extraction of the fine structure 
. Fourier 
transformation of the 
, based on the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and the FFTW (Fastest Fourier 
Transform of the West) [75] algorithms was implemented by Becker [76]. This will therefore not be 
discussed in this text. Linear combination analysis is a powerful method to determine time constants of 
reaction kinetics and hence probably one of the most often used evaluation methods of QEXAFS 
measurements. This tool is described in section 4.3.3.  
4.3.1 Digital Filtering 
One strength of QEXAFS is certainly its possibility of averaging consecutive spectra in order 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio after the measurement has been acquired. Of course, this comes with 
a cost and is always a trade-off between time resolution and signal-to-noise ratio. Averaging is therefore 
always admissible if the time resolution, which is given by the acquisition rate of spectra, is higher than 
the time constants of the kinetics, which are in focus of the investigation, or in other words, if the 
measurement is oversampled in the time domain. The same is also valid for averaging within a spectrum 
along the energy scale. Since QEXAFS measurements are almost always oversampled in the energy 
domain and quite often in the time domain as well, averaging or more sophisticated digital filtering 
techniques are a relevant part of the QEXAFS data preparation and analysis. 
Savitzky-Golay Filter 
JAQ provides one dimensional Savitzky–Golay filters, which can be independently applied to 
the time or the energy direction of QEXAFS measurements. In contrast to an ordinary moving window 
average filter, which essentially is the lowest order of a Savitzky-Golay filter, this type of filter can 
preserve higher order moments. It is thus better suited to represent absorption spectra especially with 
respect to the steepness of the edge jump or peaks in the XANES region. The implementation of the 
filter module in JAQ is shown in Figure 4.19. The idea behind the Savitzky-Golay of filter is simple. 
Basically, as the filter moves along the data set, least squares fits of a polynomial over a given interval 
are performed and the value of the input function at the current position of the filter is replaced by the 
function value of the polynomial. This procedure results in low pass filtering of the input function and 
is equivalent to a discrete convolution with a finite impulse response [77,78]. Hence, the filter can be 
computed by a linear combination of the input values : using a proper set of filter coefficients B1 as 
shown in equation (4.19). 
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:,*c:Dz"." = & B1e¡1e¢ :1,* (4.19) 
The index 5 runs along the direction, which is intended to be filtered, thus corresponds to either energy 
or time. Consequently, the index £ corresponds to the other one. To obtain filtered absorption spectra 
(which are obviously functions of energy) equation (4.19) is repeated for all energies in the dataset. 
The filter and consequently the filter coefficients B1 of equation (4.19) are defined by the 
polynomial degree and the window width, which is the length of the interval used in the local fitting. In 
general, the window, defined by the left and the right length, 6¤ and 6¥, may be asymmetric but in JAQ 
is implemented to be symmetric, thus forcing 6¤ = 6¥. This ensures, that no unwanted shift or delay is 
introduced. However, to allow this, the first and last 6¤ values are not processed by the filter. The filter 
coefficients B1 are computed by an algorithm outlined in [73]. 
Figure 4.19: GUI of the digital filter module in JAQ. Shown is a XANES measurement at the iron 
K-edge of Cyanotype. The top plot displays the absorption of the sample at a constant energy as a 
function of time. The bottom plot displays the absorption of the sample at a selected time as a 
function of energy. The green vertical cursers can be moved by the track bars below and indicate 
the energy and time values, which are kept constant in the respective plots. The black curves show 
the raw data and the red curves the filtered data. Here, only the results of one filter along the time 
direction is shown. 
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4.3.2 Background Subtraction 
To obtain the sample’s normalized X-ray absorption coefficient e.d
 or its fine structure  
 the background absorption needs to be removed. This is attained by fitting the pre-edge and 
post-edge region with suitable functions. JAQ provides a dedicated GUI to setup and perform all 
required steps. The GUI is shown in Figure 4.20 displaying an absorption spectrum of a metallic copper 
foil and the corresponding fits. Adjusting a fit parameter or browsing through the data set invokes an 
almost instant visual response to the change. 
Normalization 
In the case of obtaining e.d
 the procedure is comparable simple, since the overall trend 
of the X-ray absorption is known. Far away from absorption edges, the X-ray absorption coefficient 
follows the empiric Victoreen function which can be fitted to the pre- and post-edge regions of the 
spectrum. If ¦."
 and ¦Yz
  are the wanted background functions the normalized or flattened 
spectrum can be calculated according to equations (4.20) or (4.21). 
Figure 4.20: GUI of the normalization module in JAQ. Shown is a measured X-ray absorption 
spectrum of a metallic copper foil at the K-edge. The pre- and post-edge fits (red and blue) are based 
on a Victoreen function. A  weighted polynomial of degree 4 (orange) is used to fit the atomic 
background. The colored asterisks indicate the regions used for the particular fits. The second blue 
and orange asterisks overlay at the end of the spectrum. 
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e.d∗ 
 = 
 − ¦."
¦Yz#	$"% − ¦."#	$"% 
e.d
 = 
 − ¦."
¦Yz
 − ¦."
 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
The difference is found in the denominators. The constant value of the denominator of equation (4.20) 
is called the edge step of the absorption spectrum: 
 Δ = ¦Yz#	$"% − ¦."#	$"% (4.22) 
While equation (4.20) normalizes the edge jump to unity, equation (4.21) also raises the entire post-edge 
part of the spectrum to have the fine structure oscillating around unity, as shown in the plot of Figure 
4.21. In literature, often no differentiation between these two functions are made and both are named 
normalized. However, the flattened spectrum is more frequently used to display and compare XANES 
measurements and is therefore often used for evaluation methods, such as linear combination analysis 
(see section 4.3.3). 
For normalization purposes, JAQ provides a Victoreen and a polynomial function of adjustable 
degree to fit the pre- and post-edge regions. The Victoreen function implemented in JAQ, given by 
equation (4.23), has been extended by a constant variable B to account for offsets, which for instance 
may originate from the arbitrariness of the gain settings of current amplifiers or of the absorption 
strength of ionization chambers. 
 :Zz.""e
 = B − B + B (4.23) 
Since the Victoreen function is linear in its coefficients, JAQ can use the same linear least-squares 
algorithm as used for the polynomial fit. Computing the fit in this way is significantly faster than using 
iterative algorithms such as Levenberg-Marquardt. 
Figure 4.21: Normalized and flattened X-ray absorption spectrum of copper at the K-edge. The raw 
spectrum which is shown in Figure 4.20. 
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Fine structure 
Retrieving the fine structure 
 is a more complex problem. Since the specific background 
function is in general not known exactly, neither through experimental measurements nor through 
theoretical calculations [72], this function needs to be guessed and approximated in some way. 
All recognized and commonly used approaches assume a slow varying background beneath the 
faster oscillating fine structure [21,32,70,72]. They differ mainly in the assumption about smoothness 
and magnitude of low frequency components and require a different amount of computational effort. In 
the current version, JAQ employs a low degree e-weighted polynomial fit performed in  space. The 
polynomial degree can be adjusted by the user and appropriate values are typically found between 3 and 
5. This gives a function which is flexible enough to follow the trend but not too flexible to mimic the 
fine structure and dampen its oscillations. The weighting in  space compensates the natural damping 
of the oscillations and ensures that the fit stays close to the mean of the absorption spectrum at high 
energies and is not distracted by the very strong oscillations near the absorption edge. Considering the 
computational effort, this approach is very efficient, and uses the same linear least-squares solver, which 
is used for the normalization fits. 
Giving the fitted background function {zd
 and the previously determined edge step Δ, 
the fine structure, still as a function of energy, is defined by equation (4.24). 
 
 = 1Δ #
 − {zd
% (4.24) 
In a next step the photon energy  is converted to the photoelectron wave number  by means of 
equation (4.25). 
  = 1ℏ  2!"# − 	$"% (4.25) 
To compensate the dampening of the fine structure at increasing wave numbers, the fine structure 
 
can be weighted by a factor e, where 6 is an integer number between 1 and 3. The final result is shown 
in Figure 4.22. 
Figure 4.22: Extracted and  weighted K-edge X-ray absorption fine structure of copper. 
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4.3.3 Linear Combination Analysis 
Probably one of the most powerful and basic tools of QEXAFS data analysis is given with linear 
combination analysis (LCA), also called linear combination fitting (LCF). The aim of this method is to 
describe the current state of the sample as a linear combination of well-known states, often called 
references or basis functions. The current state is given by a measured and normalized X-ray absorption 
spectrum § = ¨⋯ , #*%, ⋯ª«. Providing appropriate reference spectra §D as input, the LCA yields 
linear coefficients BD which satisfy equation (4.26) with an error ¬ as small as possible. 
 § = & BD§D1D + ¬ (4.26) 
If multiple or even all spectra of a QEXAFS measurement are analyzed the coefficients can be 
determined as a function of time. The gained information is often utterly important and invaluable for 
the determination of reaction kinetics and the verification of theoretical models which describe the 
underlying chemical reactions. 
In practical applications, however, the required references or even the right number of different 
linearly independent references to properly model the measurement, might be unknown a priori. To 
support the LCA, various auxiliary methods are available with 3rd party software. Two of the more 
important ones are the principal component analysis (PCA) which helps to determine the number of 
pure states contained in a measurement [79,80] and multivariate chemometric methods which try to 
identify the pure states [81,82]. 
Singular Value Decomposition 
The LCA can be expressed as a linear least squares problem by calling to minimize the absolute 
square of the error vector ¬. This leads to the governing equation (4.27) and the task to minimize :
( , 
which may not be mistaken for the fine structure 
. Here, the outer index 5 denotes the different 
spectra of the QEXAFS dataset and the corresponding coefficient vectors. 
 :
( = ­­® ⋮̂#*%⋮
⋮̂#*%⋮ ⋯
⋮̂1#*%⋮ ± ²
BB⋮B1³:
 − ®
⋮#*%⋮ ±:
­­
(
 
= +´ ⋅ ¶:
 − §:
+( 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
The columns of the matrix ´  contain the reference spectra and is usually referred to as the design matrix 
of this problem. When performing the LCA on a large QEXAFS dataset, this matrix stays unaltered and 
only the current state §:
, which is to be analyzed, is successively replaced in each cycle of a batch 
processing loop. Thus, all necessary transformations of ´ only need to be computed once, initially 
before entering the loop. To find the best coefficient vector ¶:
 which minimizes :
(  JAQ uses a 
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singular value decomposition (SVD) of the design matrix. In general the SVD yields three matrices, 
which together satisfy equation (4.29). 
 ´ = · ⋅ ® ⋱ ¹D ⋱ ± ⋅ º« (4.29) 
The matrix · is column-orthogonal, º is orthogonal and the matrix in the middle contains only the 
singular values ¹D of ´ on its diagonal. With the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of this matrix, equation 
(4.28) can be rearranged and the coefficient vector can be calculated according to equation (4.30). 
 ¶:
 = »º ⋅ ¼ ⋱ 1 ¹D½ ⋱ ¾ ⋅ ·«¿ ⋅ §:
 (4.30) 
As already mentioned, the computation of the entire decomposition and of all matrix multiplications 
within the braces of equation (4.30), is required only once. After that it is only one matrix vector 
multiplication per spectrum to determine the coefficients. On today’s conventional office computers the 
presented procedure allows to analyze tens of thousands of spectra within a couple of minutes. 
The GUI 
JAQ implements a dedicated module to enable LCA. All loaded QEXAFS files and absorption 
spectra which have been normalized in a previous step are available within the LCA GUI. This is shown 
in Figure 4.23. From two tables the user can define the source function, i.e. the data set which is to be 
analyzed, and the basis functions. The fitting range in the energy domain can be set by the user to specify 
a region of interest. On command all spectra within the data set are analyzed and the coefficients of each 
reference spectrum are plotted as a function of the source spectrum number. The error estimate (, as 
defined by equation (4.17), is as well displayed as a function of the source spectrum number. A 
horizontal scrollbar enables to browse through all source spectra. Simultaneously a vertical cursor is 
drawn in the coefficient’s plot indicating the current position within the data set. Thus, distinctive 
regions and changes of the coefficients can be readily followed in the spectra’s plot. Furthermore, all 
input and output functions can be converted and exported to ASCII to enable post processing with 3rd 
party programs. 
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Figure 4.23: GUI of the LCA module in JAQ. The bottom plot shows all input spectra and indicates 
the fitting range with vertical red cursors. The top plot displays the evolution of the found linear 
coefficients and ( (see equation (4.17)) as a function of spectrum number. Shown is the aging 
process of Cyanotype due to radiation damage. The XANES spectra were recorded with 1 Hz 
oscillation frequency. 
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5 Planar Parallel Plate and Gridded Ionization 
Chambers 
The gridded ionization chamber is a much more sophisticated design of the well-known planar 
parallel plate ionization chamber. A conductive grid, placed above the electron sensitive electrode, 
screens the slow drift motion of positive ions [83,84]. Without their influence the response time can be 
significantly improved by typically two orders of magnitude down to a few microseconds [17]. This 
allows to further expand into the sub-second time regime of QEXAFS measurements and is therefore 
one of the major breakthroughs in QEXAFS instrumentation [4,15]. Furthermore it is probably the most 
important development of ionization chambers at synchrotron radiation sources during the last two 
decades. 
Historically, a grid electrode was first added to ionization chambers by O. R. Frisch in the 1950s 
[83,84,85] and hence is also often called a Frisch-Grid. At that time, the grid was required to enable 
precise energy measurements of α-particles emitted from radioactive samples. The application of a grid 
electrode to improve the bandwidth of ionization chambers, however, is new. 
This chapter deals with the gridded and planar parallel plate ionization chamber in detail. Section 
5.1 reviews the underlying principles of gaseous ionization chambers in general. It closes with a 
discussion of the fundamental processes which lead to the output ionization current and define the 
dynamic behavior. Built devices, which have been used for the QEXAFS measurements presented in 
this text, are investigated in particular with respect to their step response. The prerequisites to perform 
these measurements and their results are discussed in section 5.2. 
5.1 Principles of Ionization Chambers 
Ionization chambers are gas based X-ray detectors. Incident X-rays interact with the filling gas 
and are converted into ions and electrons which are then electronically detected as an electric current. 
Under proper operational conditions the measurable output current is proportional to the incident X-ray 
flux. The basic principles have been investigated and discussed over many years [85,86,87,88]. A brief 
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overview, emphasizing the relevant parts and differences of gridded ionization chambers is given in this 
section. 
Within the considered hard X-ray regime, ranging from a few keV to about 40 keV photon 
energy, the photo electric effect is by far the strongest photon-matter interaction [27,89]. As a result of 
this process the entire energy of the incident photon is transferred to the atom or molecule, which 
immediately causes the ejection of a single photoelectron. After the photoelectron is released the atom 
is left in an excited state with a hole in the ionized shell. This hole propagates to the outer shells via a 
combination of Auger and fluorescence transitions. The emitted Auger electrons, fluorescence photons 
and the primary photoelectron can in turn also ionize the gas giving rise to a cascade, creating more free 
ions and electrons. Within the linear regime of the ionization chamber this cascade dies out eventually 
and the released electrons and ions thermalize quickly [90]. 
The generic ionization chamber consist of two separated plane parallel electrodes. The X-ray 
beam passes between these electrodes and ionizes the filling gas. An electric field caused by an applied 
voltage across these electrodes draws the free charge carriers apart towards the oppositely charged 
electrodes. This charge drift generates an electric current which is proportional to the ionization rate, 
especially if recombination is small or negligible. This current is thus a measure of the incident photon 
flux. 
5.1.1 Electron and Ion Interaction in Gases 
The ionization processes create singly and multiply charged positive ions and free electrons. 
With electronegative gases present, such as oxygen or water vapor, also negative ions can be formed 
through electron attachment [90]. To benefit from a gridded ionization chamber it is required to prevent 
the formation of negative ions, since they are able to bypass the grid and thereby render it ineffective. 
Therefore only gases with zero electron attachment cross sections, such as the rare gases or nitrogen are 
used and considered in the following sections. 
 The measurable output ionization current is caused by the movement of the charge carriers. 
Their behavior determine the properties of the ionization chamber including the response time and are 
therefore of great interest. Free ions and electrons in a gaseous environment are in constant thermal 
motion. The electric field of the ionization chamber gives rise to a superimposed velocity component 
along the field lines. Since the electric field is constant in time and spatially homogenous, this leads to 
a constant drift velocity. The equilibrium drift velocities of the different charge carriers are one of the 
most important properties which determine the response behavior of ionization chambers.  
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Ion Drift Velocity 
The drift velocity of ions, À, in a gaseous environment depends on the electric field strength ℇ 
and the gas pressure =. It has been observed that the drift velocity follows equation (5.1) over a wide 
range of the quotient ℇ =⁄  [91,92,93,94,95]. 
 À =  ℇ= (5.1) 
The proportional factor  is called the ion mobility. As long as the energy gain between two collisions 
is small compared to the thermal energy, the ion mobility can be assumed to be constant and independent 
of the field strength and pressure [85,87]. Tabulated values of the reduced ion mobility are listed in 
tables 5.1 to 5.3 for various species of nitrogen, argon and neon ions in their parent gases. 
The expression of the reduced ion mobility is generally accepted in order to enable comparison 
between measurements which have been performed under different conditions, such as gas temperature Â and gas pressure =. The ion mobility   is therefore corrected to standard conditions by means of 
equation (5.2) yielding the reduced ion mobility . 
  =  273.15 KÂ =101325 Pa (5.2) 
The usual field strength of a planar parallel plate ionization chamber is on the order of some 
thousand Volts per centimeter. This results in a typical ion drift velocity of about 10 mm/ms. Since the 
ions have to travel at least a few millimeters to arrive at an electrode, the ion transient time is of the 
order of some tenth of a millisecond. At this point it is clear that solely due to the ion transient time 
variations of the ionization rate, which occur on a shorter time scale, can not be measured without 
distortions. 
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Nitrogen 
N+ N2+ N3+ N4+ Ref. Year of 
          Publication 
   
2.6 [96] (1965) 
2.47 1.44 
 
1.84 [97] (1965) 
2.54 1.7 1.9 2.34 [98] (1965) 
2.97 1.87 2.26 2.33 [99] (1969) 
3.01 1.9 2.26 2.31 [91] (1976) 
      2.37 [100] (2012) 
Reduced mobilities in cm2/Vs. 
 
Table 5.1: Reduced mobilities of nitrogen ions in nitrogen. 
Argon 
Ar+ Ar++ Ar2+ Ar3+ Ar13+ Ar33+ Ref. Year of 
  
3P 1D           Publication 
1.63 
      
[101] (1952) 
1.6 2.65*) 
    
[102] (1954) 
1.6 
  
1.9 
   
[103] (1963) 
1.54 2.6 1.83 
   
[104] (1967) 
1.4 2.4 1.95 
   
[105] (1967) 
1.55 
     
0.82 [106] (1969) 
1.56 
  
1.84 
 
1.23 0.82 [107] (1975) 
1.53 2.49 1.83 
   
[91]  (1976) 
 
2.7 2.2 
    
[108] (1978) 
2.1 
  
1.8 1.65 
  
[109] (1978) 
1.5     1.85       [110] (2010) 
Reduced mobilities in cm2/Vs. 
   
*) Value attributed to Ar++ ion based on ref [108]. 
Table 5.2: Reduced mobilities of argon ions in argon. 
Neon 
Ne+ Ne++ Ne2+ Ne3+ Ne13+ Ne33+ Ref. Year of 
  
3P 1D           Publication 
4.4 
      
[101] (1952) 
4.0 
  
6.5 
   
[102] (1954) 
4.1 
  
6.5 
   
[103] (1963) 
     
3.1 2.25 [107] (1975) 
4.07 
  
6.16 
   
[91] (1976) 
 
7.0 6.5 
    
[108] (1978) 
   
5.4 5.4 
  
[109] (1978) 
4.4     6.2       [111] (2011) 
Reduced mobilities in cm2/Vs. 
   
Table 5.3: Reduced mobilities of neon ions in neon. 
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Electron Drift Velocity 
Free electrons are created in various ways. Besides the high energy photoelectron, secondary 
electrons of lower energy are released during numerous relaxation processes. These electrons thermalize 
rapidly as a result of elastic and inelastic scattering at the surrounding gas [90]. Due to the large 
difference in mass only small amounts of energy are transferred in electron-atom or electron-molecule 
collisions. At the same time the energy gain from the electric field is very effective. As a consequence 
the mean energy of the free electrons, which are subject to an electric field can be easily in excess of the 
thermal energy. The energy distribution as well as the drift velocity of the thermalized electrons are 
determined by the momentum transfer cross sections (see Appendix E) of the involved gas species and 
the present electric field strength [112]. Classical theories, which calculate theses quantities, are based 
on the Boltzmann transport equation [113]. Its solution yields information about the electron transport 
including diffusion coefficients, drift velocity and energy distribution [90,114,115]. There are several 
approaches in order to solve the Boltzmann transport equation. The data of figures 5.1 to 5.4 are based 
on calculations performed with the MAGBOLTZ 2 code [116], which employs a Monte Carlo 
integration technique to solve the problem [117,118]. 
The plots of figures 5.1 to 5.4 show the drift velocity and mean energy of the electron swarm in 
Ar / N2, Ar / CO2, Ar / NH3 and Ar / CH4 mixtures at typical gas pressures, slightly above ambient 
pressure. The gases are added to the argon in order to modify the free electron energies and to increase 
the dielectric strength of the filling gas. This allows to work at a higher electric field strength and 
prevents electric break down of the gas [119,120]. The alteration of the total X-ray absorption of the 
filling gas raised by the additives is typically negligible due to their relative small amount and the 
comparable high atomic number of argon. As such N2, CO2, NH3 and CH4 act as efficient quenching 
gases which can be added in almost any case without any concern. At the same time the electron drift 
velocity is substantially increased, sometimes even further than the drift velocity of the pure gases. This 
effect was observed very early [86,121,122] and is caused by the dominant Ramsauer-Townsend 
resonance of argon (see Appendix E). By adding a small amount of molecular gasses such as N2, CO2, 
NH3 or CH4, the free electrons can lower their energy in small amounts by exciting vibrations and 
rotations of the additive, limiting the possibility to gain higher energies. As a consequence the energy 
distribution is considerably shifted to lower energies at which the momentum transfer cross section of 
Argon exhibits a pronounced minimum, i.e. the Ramsauer-Townsend resonance. Due to the reduced 
frequency of electron-Argon collisions, the main share of the filling gas (the Argon) becomes basically 
transparent for low energetic electrons and the drift velocity increases. The drift velocity of thermalized 
electrons is strongly dependent on the actual gas mixture. Even small impurities for instance from 
outgassing components can affect the drift velocity. However, based on the calculations shown in figures 
5.1 to 5.4 the drift velocity of thermalized electrons is on the order of some 10 mm/µs, which is roughly 
three orders of magnitude higher than the drift velocity of ions.  
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Figure 5.1: Electron drift velocity and electron mean energy in argon / nitrogen mixtures as a 
function of the electric field strength. 
Figure 5.2: Electron drift velocity and electron mean energy in argon / carbon dioxide mixtures as 
a function of the electric field strength. 
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Figure 5.3: Electron drift velocity and electron mean energy in argon / ammonia mixtures as a 
function of the electric field strength. 
Figure 5.4: Electron drift velocity and electron mean energy in argon / methane mixtures as a 
function of the electric field strength. 
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5.1.2 Pulse and Step Response 
The pulse response of an ionization chamber is the time dependent output current caused by a 
single ionization event. It can be derived by considering the surface charges, which are induced by the 
released charge carriers. Here, the single ionization event is considered as an instant transformation of 
a neutral atom or molecule into single already thermalized positive and negative point charges, each 
carrying a total charge of ±Æ. This approach is obviously not able to resolve the effects during the 
thermalization itself. However, this process takes place on the nanosecond time scale [90], which is 
much faster than the transient time of the charge carriers within the ionization chamber and is therefore 
not relevant to the overall dynamic behavior. In this way, the derived pulse response is basically the 
idealized convolution kernel of an ionization chamber and hence can be used to calculate the step 
response by means of a mathematic convolution. 
A single point charge Æ placed somewhere between the electrodes of an ionization chamber 
induces a surface charge on these electrodes. The strength of the charge induction depends on the 
location of the point charge. Assuming two planar parallel infinitely large electrodes, this function 
becomes dependent on the perpendicular height, Ç, of the charge only. Having electrode I at the origin 
of a coordinate system and electrode II at the distance ÈW the induced surface charge follows equations 
(5.3) and (5.4). 
 ÆÉÇ
 = −Æ 1 − ÇÈW ÆÉÉÇ
 = −Æ ÇÈW 
(5.3)ii 
(5.4) 
Since the point charge is drifting towards the oppositely charged electrode due to the action of the 
electric field, the induced surface charge changes with time. If electrode I is electrically grounded and 
electrode II is on a negative electric potential as depicted in Figure 5.5, a negative charge would drift 
downwards towards electrode I and a positive charge upwards towards electrode II. Giving the point of 
origin of the ionization event, Ç, the drift motion of a negative and a positive charge carrier can be 
described by equations (5.5) and (5.6). 
 Ç = Ç − ÀL Ç = Ç + ÀL (5.5) (5.6) 
 
  
                                                     
ii
 The derivation of this equation can be found in Appendix D. 
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Since an ion pair is created during the considered ionization event, the actually induced surface charge 
is given by the superposition of both point charges. Expanding equations (5.3) and (5.4) and substituting 
the drift motion leads to the time dependent surface charge of the electrodes I and II: 
 ÆÉ L
 = ÆÈW À + À
L ÆÉÉ L
 = − ÆÈW À + À
L 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
These surface charges are drained by external components in order to keep the electric potentials of the 
electrodes constant. To achieve that, charges of the same magnitude are moved. Thus, the time derivative 
of these functions yield the electric current which can be measured flowing between the electrodes and 
the external components. Accordingly, it does not matter, except for the sign, if the current is measured 
at the grounded or at the high voltage electrode. However, in almost all practical scenarios it is easier 
and safer to measure the current at the grounded electrode.  
Pulse Shape and Step Response of a Planar Parallel Plate Ionization Chamber 
The charge carriers eventually arrive at the electrodes. From that moment on the particular 
charge carriers are not contributing to the surface charges any longer. Referring to those points in time 
Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of a parallel plate and gridded ionization chamber indicating 
the surface charge induced by a point charge Æ. The grid acts as an electric shield and prevents the 
point charge of inducing surface charges on electrode I. At the same time it is penetrable for negative 
charge carriers only. 
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as L, L and letting the ionization event occur at L = 0, the entire output current pulse from a single 
ionization event follows equation (5.9). 
 
 
L
 =
ÊËÌ
ËÍ ÆÈW À + À
 : 0 < L < LÆÈW À : L < L < L0 : otherwise
 
L = ÇÀ 
L = ÈW − ÇÀ  
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
Here it is assumed that the positive charge carrier, i.e. the ion, reaches its electrode at last. When both 
charge carriers have arrived at their electrodes the ionization event is completed and the current pulse 
ends. This obviously infers that the pulse length and as such the response time of the ionization chamber 
is dominated by the slowest charge carrier, which contributes to the output signal. 
The pulse and step response according to the equations above are schematically depicted in 
Figure 5.6. The step response is obtained by a convolution of the pulse response with a step function. It 
is recognizable that the two contributions of the pulse response, blue for fast electrons and red for slower 
ions, lead to two different slopes in the step response. 
From the equations (5.10) and (5.11) four significant parameters which determine the response 
time can be identified. These are the electrode spacing ÈW, the point of origin Ç and the drift velocities À and À. The latter are functions of the electric field strength and gas species and was discussed in 
the previous section 5.1.1. The geometric quantity ÈW is a parameter which needs to be considered 
during the construction of the ionization chamber, since it typically can not be altered at a later time. 
Figure 5.6: Schematic illustration of the pulse and step response of a parallel plate ionization 
chamber. The colored regions of the left plot indicate the contribution of different charge carriers. 
The fast electron is represented by the blue area and the much slower ion is represented by the red 
area. The left plot, i.e. the step response, is obtained by a convolution of the pulse response with step 
function. 
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Trying to improve the response time by adjusting these parameters is technically limited by various 
factors. Most important, the dielectric strength of the filling gas prevents the operation at very high 
electric field strength. This limits both, the achievable drift velocity of the ions and the minimal electrode 
spacing ÈW, which defines the drift length. Furthermore the intense X-ray beam should be kept at a 
minimum distance from any electrode or surface to prevent high energetic, not yet fully thermalized, 
electrons from hitting them. This also dictates a minimum electrode gap as well as a minimum distance Ç. In conclusion, the time response of conventional parallel plate ionization chambers is always limited 
by the ion drift. An adequate solution to this problem is given by the gridded ionization chamber which 
screens the ionic contribution almost completely and relies on the electron motion only. 
Pulse Shape and Step Response of a Gridded Ionization Chamber 
The grid, as shown in Figure 5.5, separates the space between the electrodes in two regions, 
which will be called the ionization and drift region. In a device, X-rays pass between the electrode II 
and the grid electrode, thus creating ion pairs within the ionization region. If the grid is at an intermediate 
negative potential the drift directions are not altered and the positive charge still drifts upwards while 
the negative charge drifts downwards towards the grid electrode. These movements, again, generate 
currents due to charge induction. However, the electrode I is now shielded by the grid and is therefore 
not affected by the charge drift motion within the ionization region. Negative charge carriers are able to 
pass the grid and enter the drift region. From this point on, surface charges are induced on the electrode 
I and generate a current while the charge carrier is drifting towards it. As a consequence, all terms of 
equation (5.9) which refer to the positive charge carrier vanish and the equation reduces to 
Figure 5.7: Schematic illustration of the pulse and step response of a gridded plate ionization 
chamber. The blue region of the left plot indicates the sole electron contribution. The left plot, i.e. 
the step response, is obtained by a convolution of the pulse response with a step function. 
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 L
 = Ó ÆÈ.: À : LÈ < L < L0 : otherwise  
LÈ.: = Ç − È.:À  
L = È.:À  
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
where LÈ.: denotes the point in time at which the negative charge carrier passes the grid electrode. The 
resulting pulse and step response are schematically shown in Figure 5.7. Compared to the response 
behavior of a conventional parallel plate ionization chamber, the ionic contribution is suppressed leaving 
only the electrons. Since these have to bypass the grid first to be measured, a short delay LÈ.: appears. 
Accordingly, the step response is slightly shifted by the delay and broadened by electron transient 
time L. 
Owing to the high electron drift velocity, LÈ.: and L amount to usually less than a few hundred 
nanoseconds. Hence, the total step response is typically shorter than one microsecond. To observe the 
delay or to investigate the influence of the electron drift velocity, extremely fast electronics including 
amplifiers and ADCs with a combined bandwidth in the 100 MHz regime would be required. 
5.2 Step Response Measurements of Ionization Chambers 
In QEXAFS experiments, ionization chambers are used to measure incident X-ray intensities as 
a function of time. The intensities may change rapidly, in particular in the regions around the absorption 
edges. For the experiment it is crucial that the output signal of the ionization chambers are proportional 
to the incident intensity and are not distorted by their finite response time. In section 4.1 a lower limit 
of the required DAQ’s sampling frequency in a QEXAFS experiment was derived. This limit was found 
based on the requirement, not to loose any information of the spectrum and the assumption that the 
spectrum can not be better resolved than enabled by the energy resolution of the monochromator. In this 
sense, the derived minimum sampling frequency ensures that any two consecutive sampled data points 
are not further distant than the given energy resolution. These considerations can be expanded for the 
entire measurement chain, especially including the ionization chambers and current amplifiers. As a 
consequence the bandwidth, or in other terms the response time, of these devices have to match or better 
exceed the minimum sampling frequency. Considering the results of Figure 4.2 a bandwidth on the order 
of a couple of 100 kHz or response time below 10 µs are required. It will be shown in this section that 
this demand is satisfied by the use of gridded ionization chambers. 
In order to determine the response time of conventional and gridded ionization chambers, the 
step response function has been measured. This function gives a detailed insight in the underlying 
physical principles which govern the dynamic behavior and lead to the finite response. Finally, the step 
response functions allow to determine the convolution kernels of these detectors. 
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The Convolution Kernel and the Step Response Function 
Since ionization chambers belong to the class of linear time invariant systems, their response 
behavior can be described mathematically by an individual convolution kernel ℎL
. Based on this 
function, the response \L
 to an arbitrary input 4L
, i.e. a time dependent incident X-ray flux, can be 
calculated by means of a convolution: 
 \L
 = Ô 4
ℎL − 
ÕÕ . (5.15) 
To determine the convolution kernel experimentally, a well-known fast changing X-ray pulse is 
necessary. Obviously, a sufficiently short input pulse, which approaches the Dirac delta function would 
directly yield the wanted convolution kernel. However, the accuracy of this method is limited by the 
actual finite width of the input pulse. Furthermore, the integral intensity of such a pulse is often 
extremely low making this approach exceedingly challenging in practice. 
A simpler method to obtain the convolution kernel is to measure the step response function of 
the ionization chamber. This is the time dependent output response, which is caused by a sudden change 
of the incident X-ray flux. If noise is negligible, the convolution kernel can be determined by a time 
derivative of the measured step response function. This is expressed in equation (5.16), where ΘL
 is 
the Heaviside step-function. 
 ℎL
 = L Ô ΘL
ℎL − 

Õ
Õ
 
(5.16) 
With this method the accuracy of the convolution kernel is mainly dependent on the edge sharpness of 
the step function ΘL
.  
Experimental Setup 
The step response was measured at the SuperXAS beamline. A fast X-ray chopper was built to 
generate defined X-pulses and to enable the measurements [50]. This device is presented in the next 
section 5.2.1. The measurements were conducted using a monochromatic beam of 8979 eV. The beam 
was focused to a vertical height of 120 µm and the chopper was placed in the focal plane between two 
ionization chambers, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The ionization chamber under test was mounted 
electrically isolated on a translational stage to allow vertical scans and step response measurements at 
different positions within the ionization region. An additional ionization chamber in front of the X-ray 
chopper was dedicated to monitor the incident X-ray flux and to allow normalization of the step response 
measurements. 
The outputs of both ionization chambers were amplified with fast current-to-voltage amplifiers 
and sampled at 2 MHz with the 16 bit ADCs of the QEXAFS DAQ (c.f. section 4). The amplifiers were 
specifically build with regard to short rise times in the low microsecond regime. The design and 
properties of the employed current amplifiers are presented in section 5.2.2. In addition to the output 
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signals a synchronization signal from the chopper generated by means of a photoelectric light barrier 
was sampled as well. The absolute gas pressure of the ionization chambers were measured during the 
filling procedures. For this purpose, each ionization chamber was equipped with a piezo resistive 
pressure transducer (Newport Omega PAA33X-C-3). Using its digital output, this device provides a 
precision of 0.05% at its full scale of 3000 mbar, thus yielding an error of ±1.5 mbar. During all 
measurements the valves were closed gas-proof in order to avoid pressure fluctuations. 
5.2.1 X-ray Chopper 
The indented step response measurements require sharp, well-defined, X-ray pulses. These can 
be generated with shutters or spinning disk choppers. Although shutters are fairly flexible to create 
arbitrary pulse patterns it is very difficult to reach fast opening or closing times in the microsecond 
regime [123]. Using choppers, however, extremely short opening and closing times in the microsecond 
regime and even well below have been realized [124]. Hence, a rotating disk chopper with its rotational 
axis perpendicular to the direction of the X-ray beam was built. A picture of the chopper revealing the 
geometry of the disc is shown in Figure 5.9. The chopper is capable of producing X-ray pulses with a 
typical rise time of a few microseconds and a period length of about 2 ms. The pulse width is long 
enough to allow the output current of the ionization chamber to settle before the next intensity jump 
occurs. This assures the applicability of equation (5.16), which retrieves the convolution kernel from the 
step response function. 
The chopper uses the brushless DC motor and the drive electronics of a common hard disk drive 
(HDD). The platters of the HDD were replaced by a single 2 mm thick aluminum disk with a diameter 
of 140 mm. These match the mass moment of inertia of the original platters, which allows to use the 
drive electronics of the HDD. The driver embeds a closed feedback loop in order to maintain a constant 
Figure 5.8: Experimental setup to measure the step response of ionization chambers. The ionization 
chamber on the right is used to normalize the response to the incident intensity. 
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angular frequency. A photoelectric light barrier (Vishay TCST1300) was integrated to monitor the 
rotation and to provide a means to synchronize multiple measurements. Observations of the angular 
frequency over 1 h by means of this light barrier, showed a mean angular frequency of 120.9000 Hz 
± 0.8 mHz. The small jitter results in a rise time stability in the picosecond regime. 
Rise Time and Pulse Width 
The chopper uses a symmetrically notched disk to periodically interrupt the X-ray beam. Each 
of the two notches cover one quarter of the circumference. This geometry creates a symmetric 
rectangular pulse pattern. Given the angular frequency of the disk, the pulse width L¦".:  defined by 
equation (5.17) amounts to 2.07 ms. The rise time of the created pulses is approximated by equation 
(5.18). Here, b denotes the width of the beam’s cross section and  is the distance of the center of beam 
measured from the axis of rotation. This distance amounts to 68 mm. 
 L¦".: = 14, 
L¥:Y" ≈ b2, 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
All parameters but the width of the beam are fixed with this chopper. Thus the beam size is important 
and should be kept small, ideally by focusing. According to the equation above, a beam width of 120 µm, 
results in a rise time of to 2.3 µs. 
5.2.2 Current Amplifier 
The output signals of ionization chambers are usually very small. Even with a reasonable high 
flux of 1011 photons per second to 1012 photons per second, an ionization chamber which absorbs 10% 
of the incident X-rays, will yield an ionization current of around one microampere only. The second 
Figure 5.9: Left: Opened X-ray chopper, showing the notched disk and the forked photoelectric 
barrier in the bottom right corner. This is used to generate a reference signal, which can be used to 
synchronize multiple measurements. Right: Closed X-ray chopper, showing a manual horizontal and 
vertical slit system mounted in front of the beam passage to cut the beam halo. This figure was partly 
published in [50]. 
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ionization chamber, behind the sample in a QEXAFS experiment, is subject to an even lower incident 
intensity. Although the intrinsic absorption of it can be set higher, for instance to about 80%, the output 
current is typically one to two orders of magnitude lower. In order to measure these small currents 
precisely, they need to be amplified and converted into macroscopic voltages first. Hence, gains between 
105 VA-1 and 109 VA-1 are very common for these applications. At synchrotron radiation facilities, the 
Keithley 428 Programmable Current Amplifier is widely spread and very often used in conventional 
EXAFS and QEXAFS experiments. This device incorporates an inverting current-to-voltage amplifier 
with adjustable gain and a low pass output filter stage. However, even with the filter disabled the 
provided bandwidth at the required gain is not high enough for fast QEXAFS measurements in the 
millisecond regime. In fact, by employing the new gridded ionization the current amplifier becomes the 
bandwidth limiting device. Due to this limitation a new current amplifier was developed and finally used 
for all QEXAFS and step response measurements presented throughout this text. 
Properties of the LMP Current Amplifier 
A transimpedance amplifier based on the voltage-to-voltage operational amplifier LMP7721 
manufactured by Texas Instruments (formerly National Semiconductor) was built. This chip was 
Figure 5.10: Schematic view of the newly developed current-to-voltage amplifier. The red dashed 
line illustrates the guard ring which frames the sensitive traces to prevent leakage currents. Each of 
the three feedback resistors RF define a specific gain and are remotely activated by relays. 
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specifically chosen based on the extremely low input bias current of typically ±20 fA and the 
comparatively high gain bandwidth product (GBW) of 17 MHz. The amplifier was designed to address 
the two most often required gain settings at modern QEXAFS beamlines, which are 106 VA-1 and 
107 VA-1. A schematic circuit diagram is shown in Figure 5.10. The feedback resistors RF match and 
define the gain and can be remotely interchanged by electro mechanical latching relays. During 
operation only one feedback resistor is active at a time. 
The achievable bandwidth of this transimpedance amplifier depends on the total input 
capacitance. Considering the ionization chamber, cables, connectors and electrical feedthroughs the total 
input capacitance estimates to about 30 pF to 60 pF. By using a simplified single pole approximation of 
the gain transfer function and maintaining a minimum phase margin of 45°, the maximum bandwidth 
can be determined by equation (5.19) [125]. 
 ,@ØdWw = ^ ,Ù2c (5.19) 
Here, ,Ú is the unity gain bandwidth, i.e. the GBW of 17 MHz, and  the input capacitance. With the 
estimated input capacitance a bandwidth of 212 kHz to 300 kHz at a gain of 106 VA-1 and 67 kHz to 
95 kHz at a gain of 107 VA-1 is the absolute maximum with this chip. This already shows that due to its 
high slew rate of greater than 9 Vµs-1, it is unlikely that the amplifier will become slew rate limited. 
However, the bandwidth determined in this way can only be realized with a matched feedback 
capacitance c, which can be calculated by equation (5.20).  
 cz = ^ 2c,Ù (5.20) 
According to this equation the feedback capacitors at both gains need to be less than 1 pF. Since parasitic 
capacitances originating from traces on the circuit board (PCB) and the package of the feedback resistors 
and the capacitors can already be in excess of the targeted value, careful PCB layout is required. Direct 
measurements of the bandwidth of the built amplifier reveal 196 kHz at 106 VA-1 and 93 kHz at 107 VA-
1
. These results can be used to deduce the actual feedback capacitance by means of equation (5.21). 
 c = 12c,@Ø (5.21) 
The measured and calculated properties are summarized in Table 5.4. It shows that the amplifier at a 
gain of 107 VA-1 is already near its optimum, whereas at a gain of 106 VA-1 the feedback capacity could 
still be improved. However, at both gains the LMP based amplifier exhibits a bandwidth which is 
roughly 3 times higher than that of the Keithley (see Table 5.5). 
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Transimpedance Amplifier - LMP7721 
Paramter Symbol Unit Value 
Unity Gain Bandwidth ,Ù MHz 17 
Gain 
 
VA-1 106 107 
Feedback Resistance c MΩ 1 10 
Estimated Total Input Capacitance  pF 30 60 30 60 
Maxiumum Bandwidth ,@ØdWw kHz 300 212 95 67 
Optimal Feedback Capacitance cz pF 0.53 0.75 0.17 0.24 
Measured Bandwidth ,@Ø kHz 196 93 
Actual Feedback Capacitance c pF 0.81 0.17 
Table 5.4: Expected and experimentally determined properties of the transimpendance amplifier 
based on the LMP7721 chip. 
 
 
Keithley 428 LMP 
Gain 106 107 106 107 
Rise Time 5.6 µs 9.3 µs 1.8 µs 4.2 µs 
Bandwidth 58 kHz 35 kHz 196 kHz 93 kHz 
Noise RMS 3 nApp 0.6 nApp 3 nApp 1.1 nApp 
Table 5.5: Comparison between the Keithley 428 Programmable Current Amplifier and the new 
developed LMP based amplifier. The noise was sampled with an Agilent DSO 7100B at 
15.625 MS/s.  
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5.2.3 Response of Parallel Plate Ionization Chambers 
The step response of a conventional planar parallel plate ionization chamber was investigated. 
The electrodes inside of the gastight housing were mounted 13.5 mm apart. The entrance and exit 
windows featured a circular aperture of 12 mm in diameter, which gives enough space to investigate the 
vertical dependency of the step response. The bottom electrode was grounded through the 
current-to-voltage amplifier, whereas the upper electrode was connected to a negative voltage provided 
by a stable high voltage power supply (ISEG, THQ DPS 30-405-24-5). All measurements were 
conducted with a focused beam (~120 µm) at 8979 eV. 
Voltage Scan 
To ensure an operation within the linear regime of the ionization chamber, voltage scans were 
performed prior to the step response measurements, as shown in Figure 5.11. Increasing the electric field 
strength within the ionization region by adjusting the applied voltage, results in a likewise increase of 
the output current at the beginning. This behavior is due to an increase of free charge carriers caused by 
an actual reduction of charge carrier loss due to recombination [88,126]. This rise is monotonic until the 
output current saturates. At this point recombination becomes negligible and the output current becomes 
independent of the applied voltage. This is where the linear regime of the ionization chamber begins and 
where the output current becomes an actual measure of the ionization rate, i.e. of the incident X-ray flux. 
Figure 5.11: Voltage scans of a planar parallel plate ionization chamber filled with nitrogen (top) 
and argon (bottom) measured with an incident X-ray energy of 8979 eV. The red curves are 
measured with a lower incident intensity, which was attained by using aluminum filters of various 
thicknesses. 
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Thus the linear regime is reached earlier if the ionization chamber is subject to a lower incident flux, as 
shown by the red curves of Figure 5.11. 
Step Response  
As discussed in section 5.1.2 the output current of an ionization chamber is caused by the motion 
of the released charge carriers. With a homogenous and constant electric field present, this motion is 
entirely defined by just two parameters, the drift velocity and the drift length. This is also stated by the 
equations (5.9) to (5.11), which describe the pulse response. Since the drift length depends on the origin 
of the created charge carriers, the response time is expected to be dependent on the actual beam position 
relative to the electrodes. This dependency was investigated by the step response measurement shown 
in Figure 5.12. Here the beam position was varied in steps of 2 mm around the center position midway 
between the electrodes. The coordinate Ç defines the beam position above the bottom, electron 
collecting, electrode. The step response was recorded for each position. By moving the X-ray beam 
closer to the negative high voltage electrode, i.e. by increasing Ç, the total drift length of the positive 
ions is reduced and the overall response time decreases. The very steep immediate rise of the step 
response originates from the fast electrons and is smoothed by the bandwidth of the current amplifier. It 
is independent on the beam height. The first derivatives of the step response functions, shown in the 
center plot of Figure 5.12, represent the convolution kernels of the ionization chamber (c.f. section 5.2). 
It clearly shows that the dominant slope of the step response, which is proportional to the ion mobility , is constant throughout the measurement and that the duration of this region correlates proportionally 
with the beam position Ç. The bottom plot displays the value ̂ which is defined and calculated 
according to equations (5.22), (5.23) and (5.2). 
 ̂ ≔  "Û & Ü:::  
= ÈW"Ûℇ L L
 
(5.22)iii 
(5.23) 
The value ̂ is of the same unit [cm2/Vs] as the general ion mobility  and will therefore be called 
effective mobility and ̂ reduced effective mobility correspondingly. This quantity is used to describe 
the observable ion drift motion if multiple ion species with different mobilities : are present. The 
coefficients Ü: refer to the constant creation rates of the 5th ion species. This coefficient may also 
incorporate the corresponding charge state which is created. The current "Û is the equilibrium current, 
which settles when the ionization current L
 becomes stable. If only one ion species is present, this 
current, "Û , equals Ü and the effective mobility becomes the actual ion mobility. 
Based on the nature of the measurement, the effective ion mobility can not be determined within 
the first few microseconds during which the electron movement (and the current amplifiers bandwidth) 
                                                     
iii
 This equation is derived in Appendix F. 
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dominates the curve progression. Therefore the relevant part of the curve with respect to the effective 
ion mobility begins not until the first steep descend sets in. In this region, the observed effective ion 
mobility is nearly the same for all measurements and varies only weakly between 1.26 cm2/Vs and 
1.36 cm2/Vs during the measurement. Detailed investigations and discussions of this behavior are 
discussed in the next subsection. 
The dependency of the step response on the drift velocity of the ions was investigated by altering 
the applied voltage. In this way the electric field strength within the ionization region is altered causing 
different drift velocities. According to equation (5.1) the drift velocity correlates linearly with the 
applied voltage, which was increased in steps of 400 V starting at -1200 V up to -2800 V. The step 
responses, the first derivatives and the effective ion mobilities are shown in Figure 5.13. These 
measurements confirm the expected behavior: The drift velocity increases and the response time reduces 
at higher field strengths. Furthermore, the observed effective ion mobility shows to be independent of 
the field strength. 
Figure 5.12: Top: Step response function of a nitrogen filled planar parallel plate ionization chamber 
measured at different vertical beam positions. The coordinate Ç defines the height of the beam above 
the electron collecting electrode. Center: The first derivative of the step response function, 
representing the convolution kernel of the ionization chamber. Bottom: Effective mobility according 
to equation (5.23). The grey arrow indicates the real mobility of the N2+ ion based on Table 5.1. 
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According to these measurements the response time of planar parallel plate ionization chambers 
is clearly dominated by the ion movement. Increasing the applied voltage or reducing the drift length by 
aligning the ionization chamber in a way that the X-ray beam passes closer to the high voltage electrode 
improves the response time. However, the response times stay in the order of some 100 µs. The steep 
initial rise has not been altered during the entire series of step response measurements. This implies that 
the transient time of the electrons was always substantially shorter than the convolved combination of 
the rise times of the current amplifier (~1.8 µs) and the X-ray chopper (~2.3 µs). In fact, based on the 
theoretical drift velocity calculations (see Figure 5.1), the transient time for electrons at z0 = 4.75 mm 
and -1200 V amounts to 1.2 µs in pure argon or 0.6 µs in pure nitrogen. 
The Ion Drift Velocity 
The dominant slope of the step response function is proportional to the ion drift velocity. If 
multiple ion species with different mobilities : are created during the operation of the ionization 
Figure 5.13: Top: Step response function of a nitrogen filled planar parallel plate ionization chamber 
measured with different applied voltages. Center: The first time derivative of the step response 
function, representing the convolution kernel of the ionization chamber. Bottom: Effective mobility 
according to equation (5.23). The grey arrow indicates the mobility of the N2+ ion based on Table 
5.1. 
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chamber their contribution to the slope depends on their specific creation rate Ü:. With these rates 
unknown the actual ion mobilities are not directly accessible through these measurements and instead 
the effective ion mobility ̂ is used to analyze, compare and quantify the step response. Equation (5.23) 
calculates the effective ion mobility by evaluating the slope and the plateau region of the step response 
function. In order to facilitate comparison between the referenced data given in the Tables 5.1 to 5.3 and 
the experimentally found values by means of this method, the effective mobility ̂ is converted into 
the reduced effective ion mobility ̂ which is defined by equation (5.2).  
Nitrogen 
Considering the step response measurements with Nitrogen (see Figures 5.12 and 5.13), the fact 
that the slopes after the kink are actually more or less constant over the entire rest of the response, 
suggest a single or at least very similar positive ion drift velocity or velocities. Otherwise, if ions with 
various drift velocities which differ distinctly from each other were present, multiple regions with 
different slopes should be identifiable in the step response measurements. In that case the derivatives 
are expected to show multiple plateaus. Since this was not observed in any of the step response 
measurements of the nitrogen filled ionization chamber, it can be assumed, that an equilibrium ion 
distribution is reached quite shortly within the first few microseconds [127]. Furthermore the present 
ion distribution seems to be independent of the applied electric field strength.  
The effective ion mobility is constant within the range between 1.26 cm2/Vs and 1.36 cm2/Vs 
over a wide region. The observed effective mobility is lower than the mobility of any of the ions (N+, 
N2+, N3+, N4+) given in Table 5.1. It seems therefore not possible to attribute a specific ion or a certain 
distribution of these ions to be accountable for the step response behavior. Instead the measurements 
suggest larger ionic nitrogen clusters with lower mobilities to be present.  
Argon 
The step response of an Argon filled planar parallel plate ionization chamber has been 
investigated as well. The situation here is more complex as shown by the measurements given in Figure 
5.14. Both plots display the step response at different beam positions, while the electric field strength 
was kept constant. The left plots show the response behavior with -700 V, the right plots with -1400 V 
applied across the electrodes. Although, the ionization chamber was always operated within its linear 
regime (see Figure 5.11), the dependency of the step response on the beam position is quite different. 
While the measurements at -700 V strongly resemble the behavior of the nitrogen filled ionization 
chamber, the measured responses at -1400 V clearly deviate. 
The lower plots, which show the effective ion mobility, give a more detailed insight. At -700 V 
the effective ion mobility decays weakly within the first 500 µs from about 1.8 cm2/Vs to a value of 
1.1 cm2/Vs ± 0.1 cm2/Vs and keeps constant there. There is almost no noticeable dependency on the 
beam height. The same measurements at -1400 V show a different picture. The observable effective ion 
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mobility starts at 2.6 cm2/Vs ± 0.1 cm2/Vs and immediately begins to drop. The black and red curves, 
which belong to the long ion drift lengths of 10.75 mm and 8.75 mm, both show a distinct plateau around 
1.1 cm2/Vs. These plateaus are fairly stable over several hundred microseconds, until the effective 
mobility drops to zero, which happens when the ions ultimately reach the electrode. Following the 
progression of the blue and orange curves a plateau does not develop. While the blue curve smoothly 
falls without any pronounced structure, the orange curve drops abruptly after around 250 µs. At this 
point in time the ions reach the electrode with a still high, almost unchanged effective mobility. 
The obvious dependency on the electric field strength is investigated in more detail in the plots 
of Figure 5.15. Here the step response is shown for different applied voltages between -700 V 
and -2200 V. The left and right plots display the response measured with a fixed beam position of 
8.75 mm and 4.75 mm, above the electron collecting electrode. There are solid and dashed curves, which 
differentiate between a low, 519 V/cm to 740 V/cm (dashed curves) and a high 890 V/cm to 1630 V/cm 
(solid curves) electric field strength. The partitioning is not arbitrary, but should reflect the overall 
behavior of the step responses. The solid curves show a very similar progression among themselves, 
while the dashed curves are very sensitive to a variation of the applied voltage. Looking upon the high 
field dashed curves, the observed effective ion mobilities start at around 2.6 cm2/Vs ± 0.1 cm2/Vs. 
Depending on the beam position, the effective mobilities drop either abruptly to zero (short drift length) 
or develop an intermediate plateau around 1.1 cm2/Vs (long drift length) before decaying to zero. 
The difference between the low and high field behavior can possibly be explained by means of 
the thermalized mean energy of the free electrons (see Figure 5.1) which are released during the 
Figure 5.14: Step response functions and effective ion mobility of an argon filled planar parallel 
plate ionization chamber measured at different X-ray beam positions. The grey arrows represent the 
specific argon ion mobilities based on Table 5.2. 
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ionization events. This function is as well quite sensitive in beginning, before the mean energy 
asymptotically saturates. In fact the mean energy is altered between 3.1 eV and 3.8 eV within the 300 V 
variation of the dashed curves and between 4 eV and 5 eV within the 1000 V variation of the solid 
curves. 
A dependency on the applied voltage is clearly noticeable. In contrast to the measurements with 
nitrogen, the electric field strength not only affects the drift velocity but also seems to modify the present 
ion distribution. This is suggested by the observed effective ion mobility. By comparing the ion 
mobilities (see Table 5.2) of Ar++, Ar+ and singly charged ion clusters Arn+, with the discussed 
measurements assumptions about the involved ions can be made. Following this idea, Ar++ ions can be 
present, however only if the field strength is high enough. The effective mobility is never truly constant 
around the Ar++ value but decreases towards lower values. If the drift length is short, this decrease is 
weak and it seems that a significant amount of Ar++ ions actually reach the high voltage electrode. 
However with a longer drift length the measurements show a more pronounced decrease which 
eventually becomes stable again (i.e. the plateau) around a low value which could be attributed to 
clustered argon ions. Thus it seems, that in this case the initial amount of Ar++ ions decays before the 
electrode is reached and less mobile cluster ions are formed. Ion clustering is not atypically especially 
not at high gas pressures, as it was used in the presented measurements 
[106,107,127,128,129,130,131,132,133]. The single charged Ar+ ion is hardly visible. The effective 
Figure 5.15: Step response functions and effective ion mobility of an argon filled planar parallel 
plate ionization chamber. The dashed curves indicate an electric field strength ≤ 740 V/cm and are 
given in increments of 100 V. The solid curves indicate a higher electric field strength ≥ 890 V/cm 
and are successively incremented by 200 V. The grey arrows represent the specific argon ion 
mobilities based on Table 5.2. 
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mobility does not exhibit a distinct feature around the Ar+ value. However, it seems possible that the 
Ar+ ion is present as a share of a distribution of Ar++ or Arn+ ions. 
5.2.4 Response of Gridded Ionization Chambers 
The step response of the gridded ionization chamber was measured in the same way as the planar 
parallel plate ionization chamber discussed in the previous section. The bottom electrode was grounded 
through the current-to-voltage amplifier, whereas the top electrode and the grid were connected to two 
independent negative voltages provided by stable high voltage power supplies (ISEG, THQ 
DPS 30-405-24-5). The X-ray beam entered midway between the high voltage electrode and the grid. 
The working aperture defined by the high voltage electrode to grid distance amounts to 6 mm. 
Voltage Scans and Step Response 
Since the gridded ionization chamber requires two high voltages, the parameter space of 
operation is larger than that of a conventional ionization chamber. The two voltages must be chosen 
depending on each other since the electric field strengths within the ionization and drift regions influence 
the efficiency and linearity of the gridded ionization chamber. To investigate the static behavior of the 
ionization chamber on the applied voltages, scans were performed. The grid voltage ÝÈ.: was varied 
in steps of 500 V starting at -500 V up to -2000 V. With the grid voltage set, the electric potential of the 
top electrode was scanned from 100 V below the grid voltage up to -3000 V. The normalized ionization 
current as a function of these scans is shown in the top plot of Figure 5.16.  Similar to the voltage scans 
of the planar plate ionization chamber (see Figure 5.11) the ionization current increases at the beginning. 
Here this behavior is due to two reasons: The increase of the electric field strength within the ionization 
region leads to a reduction of recombination losses and secondly the grid becomes more and more 
transparent for the released electrons. Both effects increase the rate of electrons entering the drift region 
beyond the grid. This course ceases eventually and the ionization current saturates. Within the beginning 
plateau region recombination is suppressed to a negligible amount and the transparency of the grid is 
almost independent of ÝÞ. This changes at higher values of ÝÞ. While the recombination loss remains 
negligible, the grids transparency diminishes, and the ionization current slowly drops again. Thus, the 
voltage scans can be divided into three different regions: Pre Plateau, Plateau and Post Plateau. However, 
the first scan with ÝÈ.: = -500 V, does not reach the plateau region at all. Here recombination 
dominates until the applied voltage is high enough to already cause electron collection by the grid. With 
a reduced incident flux the plateau could probably be accessible, since a lower voltage is required to 
prevent recombination. As a consequence a minimum grid voltage, which is obviously dependent on the 
incident flux, is always required to operate the gridded ionization chamber. 
The step response was measured at each data point of the voltage scans. The bottom plots of 
Figure 5.16 shows the step response in the case of the orange curve with ÝÈ.: = -2000 V. According to 
the three identified regions of the voltage scans, the step response measurements are gathered in groups. 
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Within each of these groups the step response functions are very similar to each other, owing to the 
governing effects. 
For QEXAFS measurements the plateau region is the most important one. The corresponding 
step response is almost ideal. It is independent of the actual voltage ÝÞ and does not exhibit the distinct 
kink, which was observable with the planar parallel plate ionization chamber. This is a clear indication 
that no ions actually contribute to the output signal. As a consequence the total response time is 
significantly shorter and the rise time amounts to 3.5 µs ± 0.5µs. This is hardly broader than the 
combined response times of the current amplifier (~1.8 µs) and of the X-ray chopper (~2.3 µs). The 
inset of this plot shows the first derivative of the step response. The shape is close to a Gaussian, which 
makes it a near perfect real-world convolution kernel. 
Figure 5.16: Top: ÝÞ scan of the gridded ionization chamber at various grid voltages. Bottom: 
Shown are the step responses at a fixed grid voltage of ÝÈ.: = -2 kV and different values of ÝÞ. 
The measurements are grouped according to the three regions apparent in the voltage scan (top) and 
indicated by the symbols ,  and . The insets of the middle and right bottom plot display the 
first derivatives of the corresponding step response. 
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The adjacent post plateau region shows a similar step response. The rise time is as short as it is 
within the plateau region, however the amplitude of the function is reduced due to the diminished 
electron transparency of the grid. Although this causes a deteriorated efficiency of gridded ionization 
chamber, this region is still suitable for fast QEXAFS measurements. And again, the convolution kernel 
given by the first derivative is still close to a Gaussian. 
Due to the lack of linearity caused by the high rate of recombination, the gridded ionization 
chamber is not suited to be operated within the pre plateau region. The step response under these 
conditions is very different from the behavior at the other regions. Interestingly, a fast rise at the 
beginning is still observable at any voltage. However, this immediate rise is followed by a decay of 
variable speed and after a few hundred microseconds the output current becomes static at a lower level. 
This observation can be explained by the accumulating of a positive space charge which decreases the 
present electric field and favors recombination when it has reached a certain magnitude. 
Spatial Dependency of the Step Response 
The step response was also investigated with respect to the beam position. The gridded 
ionization chamber was operated within its plateau region with ÝÞ = -2.7 kV and ÝÈ.: = -2.0 kV. The 
step response was acquired at five different positions within the aperture of the ionization chamber. 
Figure 5.17 shows the corresponding measurements and a schematic drawing of the tested beam 
positions. The enclosed plot of this figure displays the first derivatives and proves that there is no 
noticeable dependency. The step response is the same at all positions and the derivatives are sharp 
Gaussians as it is expected within the plateau region. 
Figure 5.17: Verification of the spatial dependency of the step response of the gridded ionization 
chamber. The drawing shows the aperture of the ionization chamber and the color coded beam 
positions chosen within. 
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6 QEXAFS Applications and Measurements 
The QEXAFS system discussed throughout the last three chapters has been installed at the 
SuperXAS beamline at the SLS [4]. The beamline layout and infrastructure available there (see. Figure 
2.6) facilitate QEXAFS measurements with optimal conditions. Since January 2015, when the system 
was installed, it is available for external user groups and has been in operation since then. 
This chapter is dedicated to measurements performed with the presented QEXAFS system at the 
SuperXAS beamline to demonstrate its performance. In section 6.1 measurements of static samples are 
discussed. Metallic foils and powder samples of various materials have been measured to verify stability 
and reproducibility of the system as well as to identify its capabilities. An example of a dynamic sample 
system is given in section 6.2. The nucleation and growth of nano crystals is investigated and the 
observed kinetics are analyzed by means of LCA (see section 4.3.3). 
6.1 Quick XANES and Quick EXAFS measurements of static samples 
Static samples have been measured extensively at various oscillation frequencies and amplitudes 
in order to investigate the performance of the entire QEXAFS system. It is clear that with static samples 
each acquired absorption spectrum should match each other, independent on the scan rate or scan 
direction. Deviations, however, would indicate an insufficient bandwidth of the detectors, mechanical 
instabilities of the monochromator or inaccurate angular measurements. The measurements are therefore 
in particularly examined with respect to their reproducibility.  
The shown absorption spectra are processed either entirely with JAQ (see sections 4.2 and 4.3) 
or with supplementary use of Athena [71]. Digital filter and interpolation techniques have been used 
along the energy direction only. No averaging nor filtering have been performed over consecutive 
spectra. Thus, the shown data reflect the achievable quality within the stated acquisition time of 2,XYZ
. 
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6.1.1 Yb LIII-edge 
The Yb LIII-edge at 8944 eV of Yb2O3 shows a strong whiteline. Due its sharpness this feature 
is well suited to benchmark the capabilities of the QEXAFS setup in terms of stability, time resolution 
and reproducibility. 
The XANES of a powder sample was measured with acquisition rates ranging from 20 spectra 
per second to 100 spectra per second, which corresponds to oscillation frequencies between 10 Hz and 
50 Hz. Acquired down spectra are shown in Figure 6.1. The right plot gives a closer look of the whiteline 
of the same spectra. Without the vertical shift the excellent match among one another at all oscillation 
frequencies becomes apparent. 
The whiteline of consecutive spectra are compared in the plots of Figure 6.2. The acquired 
spectra are indistinguishable for oscillation frequencies of up to 30 Hz. Minor deviations appear to be 
noticeable at 40 Hz but are still insignificant for data evaluation. The 50 Hz measurements show an 
evident deviation, seemingly in form of a slight energy shift. This shift-like deviation amounts to 
approximately 0.3 eV at the edge positon. Although, the observable deviation is not constant throughout 
the spectrum it is the same for each pair of consecutive spectra. Since the shift depends locally on the 
rate of change of the measured intensities it most probably originates from an insufficient bandwidth of 
the detector system. However, since within an absorption spectrum the absorption edge or the whiteline 
exhibit the greatest rate of change, the strongest shifts only occur around these regions. The remaining 
parts of the spectra are therefore less disturbed, which essentially leads to unaffected measurements in 
the EXAFS region. 
Figure 6.1: Single down XANES spectra as measured at the Yb LIII-edge of a Yb2O3 powder sample 
at various oscillation frequencies ranging from 10 Hz to 50 Hz. 
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6.1.2 Cu K-edge 
The copper K-edge at 8979 eV exhibits a sharp distinct edge feature in form of a small edge 
peak. Due to its distinct shape a measurement is very sensitive to mechanical instabilities of the 
monochromator, its energy resolution and the bandwidth limitations of the detector system. It is 
therefore quite challenging to reproduce the near edge structure undisturbed at very high scan rates.  
Quick-XANES and Quick-EXAFS spectra of copper have also been acquired at other QEXAFS 
beamlines to benchmark their capabilities [3,20]. These measurements, however, did not reach the 
herein presented time resolution or data quality. 
Cu K-edge XANES 
Absorption spectra of a copper metallic foil have been acquired with different acquisition rates 
ranging from 20 spectra per second to 100 spectra per second. Figure 6.3 shows single down spectra of 
the copper K-edge XANES. Again, the right plot gives a closer look of the edge region of the spectra. 
Without the vertical offset in the right plot it is visible, that all measured down spectra are in fact 
identical, which proves the excellent accuracy and reproducibility of the QEXAFS setup. 
Figure 6.2: Close-up views of consecutive up and down spectra of Yb2O3 measured at the 
Yb LIII-edge with different oscillation frequencies between 10 Hz and 50 Hz. The uncropped spectra 
are shown in Figure 6.1. 
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Consecutive up and down spectra are compared in Figure 6.4. Consecutive spectra are plotted 
on top of each other to emphasize any possible deviations. Up to and including oscillation frequencies 
of 40 Hz no differences between the scan directions are noticeable and the acquired spectra are 
indistinguishable. At 50 Hz a small deviation appears. Similar to the previous observations at the 
Yb LIII-edge (see Figure 6.2) this shift-like deviation amounts to approximately 0.3 eV at the edge 
positon. Again, this shift is not constant throughout the spectrum but depends on the local rate of change 
of the spectrum. It is found that the observed deviation is in fact the same for every pair of consecutive 
spectra. Hence, spectra of both scan directions, i.e. up and down, can be reasonably used for proper data 
Figure 6.3: Single down XANES spectra of the Cu K-edge at various oscillation frequencies ranging 
from 10 Hz to 50 Hz. 
Figure 6.4: Consecutive up and down spectra of a Cu metal foil at the Cu K-edge measured at 
different oscillation frequencies. The uncropped spectra are shown in Figure 6.3. 
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evaluation. This implies that a true temporal resolution of 1 2,XYZ⁄  at oscillation frequencies up to 50 Hz 
can be reached for XANES measurements. 
Cu K-edge EXAFS 
The K-edge EXAFS of a copper metallic foil has been measured as well at different oscillation 
frequencies. The acquisition rate has been varied between 2 spectra per second and 60 spectra per 
second. In addition a conventional step scan covering the same energy range within seven minutes was 
performed too. The absorption spectra and the extracted k3-weighted fine structure are shown in the 
plots of Figure 6.5. The measurements demonstrate that, although the noise increases with higher 
acquisition frequencies, meaningful EXAFS up to 14 Å-1 can be obtained at 30 Hz oscillation frequency. 
Figure 6.5: Single absorption spectra (left) and fine structure (right) of a copper metallic foil 
measured at the Cu K-edge with various oscillation frequencies. 
Figure 6.6: Single absorption spectra (left) and fine structure (right) of a platinum metallic foil 
measured at the Pt LIII-edge with various acquisition rates. 
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6.1.3 Pt LIII-edge 
The EXAFS of a metallic platinum foil at the LIII-edge at 11564 eV was measured with 
oscillation frequencies between 1 Hz and 30 Hz. Platinum was chosen due to its importance in catalysis 
and to enable comparison with published measurements performed at other QEXAFS beamlines [134] 
[3,19,134,135]. The QEXAFS measurements are shown in Figure 6.6. The extracted fine structures of 
these measurements are shown in the right plot of this figure on top of each other. It clearly shows that 
deviations are only minor and the achieved data quality is excellent for all acquisition rates over the 
entire acquisition range of up to 14.4 Å-1.  
6.1.4 Zr K-edge 
The zirconium K-edge at 17.998 keV is accessible with the Si(311) crystal of the 
monochromator. Besides the lower photon flux at these X-ray energies, the narrow Darwin width of the 
(311) cut further reduces the available flux on the sample. Compared to the previous measurements of 
the Pt LIII-edge, which is located near the critical energy of the source, the usable flux is diminished by 
a factor of around 20. This requires increased gains of the current-to-voltage amplifiers, which in turn 
inevitable decreases their bandwidth. As a consequence the highest acquisition rates may not be suitable 
to obtain absorption spectra of high quality. The EXAFS measurements of the Zr K-edge shown in 
Figure 6.7 were performed with an amplifier gain of 107 V/A at 1 Hz and 10 Hz oscillation frequency. 
The right plot displays the extracted and k3-weighted fine structure. Both spectra match well up to 8 Å-1 
before an increasing noise level becomes prominent. 
Figure 6.7: Single absorption spectra (left) and fine structure (right) of a zirconium metallic foil
measured at the Zr K-edge. The spectra have been acquired with 1 Hz and 10 Hz oscillation 
frequency using the Si(311) channel cut crystal. 
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6.2 QEXAFS Measurements of Dynamic Samples 
The Chapters 3 to 5 discussed all requirements to facilitate fast QEXAFS measurements on the 
sub second time regime. The previous section 6 showed that the system is in fact capable of achieving 
acquisition rates of up to 100 spectra per second. The accessible time resolution of real-world dynamic 
systems however is dependent on further parameters. In particular the sample cell and the trigger 
mechanism, which is applied to force the sample to transform, affect the observable dynamics as well. 
The measurable response of a system is limited due to the time convolution of the actual systems 
response with the duration of the trigger. Therefore, to observe fast kinetics the system needs to be 
excited on a time scale which is shorter than the desired time resolution. Although, there are various 
types of triggers, a specific type is usually predetermined by the experiment and an optimization with 
respect to its duration and efficiency is often challenging. In many practical scenarios heat transport or 
fluid dynamics govern the duration of the trigger mechanism. Furthermore the trigger should excite the 
entire probed volume uniformly. This may be difficult to realize, in particular if gases or liquids are 
involved. Often these systems are therefore limited by diffusion processes. Minimizing the volume of 
the sample cell and the sample itself improves the situation. An interesting and promising approach, 
which follows this trend, is the utilization of microreactors [136,137,138,139]. 
The following example shows a liquid reaction which is triggered by combining two liquid 
reactants. To meet the requirements of a fast trigger, a specialized injection system was developed by 
Just [140]. 
6.2.1 Real Time observation of Cu2ZnSnS4 nanocrystal formation at the Cu and Zn 
K-edges 
CZTS (Cu2ZnSnS4) is a p-type semiconductor material and a potential candidate for photon 
absorber layers in thin-film solar cells [141].iv This material can be synthesized in nano-crystalline form 
by hot-injection one-pot synthesis [142]. Uniform functional thin films can then be obtained by various 
deposition and recrystallization methods [143,144]. Since this approach is scalable and cost-efficient, it 
is a promising alternative in contrast to other more expensive vacuum based deposition processes. Of 
particular interest during formation of the CZTS nanocrystals are the incorporation kinetics of the 
different atomic species, which have been found to be integrated subsequently [145]. Therefore 
crystallization and growth have been investigated in real time by means of the QEXAFS technique. This 
material and its synthesis was studied in-depth by Justus Just. His findings are well covered in his 
doctoral thesis [140]. Here the analysis of a particular interesting reaction based on linear combination 
fitting with JAQ is presented. 
                                                     
iv
 More details on the in-situ reactor and CZTS material in thin film solar cells are covered in the doctoral thesis 
by Justus Just [127]. 
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Experimental Description and Observations 
The nanocrystal formation from solved metal salts of copper, zinc and tin was investigated  using 
a specialized in-situ liquid chemical reactor, which was designed by Justus Just [140]. The reactor 
facilitates QEXAFS measurements in transmission geometry and was specifically constructed to enable 
highly time resolved measurements of the nucleation process close to its ignition point. During the 
measurement the reactor is heated with a controlled temperature ramp of 10 Kmin-1 up to 250 °C where 
the temperature is finally kept constant. At 155 °C the nucleation is triggered by a fast combustion driven 
injection of a sulfur source, which produces an instantaneous oversaturation to exceed the nucleation 
threshold. An immediate quick and complete mixing of the reactants within a few milliseconds is forced 
by the impact of the injection. X-ray absorption spectra have been acquired at the Cu and Zn K-edges 
quasi simultaneously with an monochromator oscillation frequency of 18 Hz. 
A close view of the acquired QEXAFS signal around the injection point is given in Figure 6.8. 
The ignition spark of the explosion produces a strong electronic pulse (< 1 µs) which is unintentionally 
picked up by the detection system at L = -4.6 ms. At L = 0 ms the reactant is injected into the reactor 
causing the X-ray absorption to drop abruptly. This point in time can be defined with an uncertainty of 
±2 ms and is referenced as the origin of the measurement. Shortly after the injection, strong turbulences 
Figure 6.8: Raw time dependent QEXAFS signals of the investigated chemical reaction around the 
point of injection at L = 0 ms. The signals I0 and I1 refer to the measurements of the first and second 
ionization chamber. The shown signal is therefore proportional to the absorption of the sample. The 
light red shaded area indicates the dead time caused by the injection and the subsequent turbulences.
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within the liquid are visible and render the data mostly impractical to be evaluated. The total dead time 
amounts to about 38 ms. From then on the measurement remains mostly undisturbed. 
In Figure 6.9 single K-edge XANES spectra of Cu and Zn extracted at different times, before 
and after the injection, are shown. All spectra before injection match each other, which confirms stability 
and reproducibility of the measurements. Immediately after injection XANES spectra of the Cu K-edge 
show substantial changes over a period of a few hundred milliseconds. In contrast to this very fast 
response, changes of the Zn K-edge XANES occur on a much larger time scale of several seconds. Thus, 
based on this very brief observation it already can be deduced that Cu is built into the nanocrystals 
before Zn is integrated. Since both edges have been measured quasi simultaneously and Zn is assumed 
to be embedded in Cu containing nanocrystals a further modification of the Cu XANES on the same 
time scale is expected as well. This transition however is not very well pronounced and therefore difficult 
to identify. 
In the following these transitions at the Cu and Zn K-edges are evaluated by means of the LCA 
tool available in JAQ (see section 4.3.3). The spectral range used in the evaluation is restricted to about 
50 eV to 70 eV near the absorption edge and around the most dominant changes of the XANES. This 
energy range is measured within less than 1.5 ms. The individual regions of the measurement are 
therefore assumed to be quasi static. 
Figure 6.9: The plots show normalized Cu and Zn K-edge XANES spectra extracted at different 
times during the reaction. The slow transition at the Cu K-edge, shown in the center plot, is not well 
pronounced. The blue circle highlights one of the most distinctive changes of this transition. The 
horizontal bars in the outer plots indicate the energy range used in the LCA. 
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Transitions at the Zinc K-Edge 
The XANES at the Zn K-edge shows a comparatively slow transition over several seconds. The 
high acquisition rate, compared to the relevant time scale of this transitions, allows to skip every second 
spectrum and thus allows to restrict the data evaluation to the down scan direction only. This doesn’t 
affect the underlying transient but can improve the quality of the LCA. In particular in the present case, 
with an oscillation frequency of 18 Hz and a spectral range of about 1.3 keV the measurements are close 
to the limit of the bandwidth of the detection system (see sections 4.1 and 5.2). Accordingly, small 
deviations between up and down spectra might be present, especially in the XANES region, and could 
deteriorate the significance of the LCA. 
The transition is fitted with three references. A single reference taken around -7 s (A) before 
injection and two additional references extracted around +52 s (B) and +118 s (C) after injection are 
used to model the initial and final states. The LCA coefficients of the latter spectra are summed to give 
a measure of the final state and to compensate for the temperature drift of the heating ramp. The LCA 
results and the error estimate (see equation (4.17)) are shown in the plots of Figure 6.10. Expect for a 
few runaway points the LCA error is reasonably small and doesn’t show a distinct trend, thus fortifying 
the chosen reference spectra. In the region after injection, a two term exponential function is fitted to 
the progression of the LCA coefficients. Both fits exhibit very similar time constants of averaged 
4.2 s ± 0.5 s and 14.3 s ± 1.3 s. This together with the low LCA error over the fitting range, shows that 
there is no significant competition between the references, which validates the 3 spectra reference 
approach. The physical interpretation of a two term exponential transition remains however unclear. The 
incorporation of Zn could follow two different reaction paths which give rise to two different time 
constants. 
Figure 6.10: LC coefficients and LCA error of down spectra at the Zn K-edge. Two term exponential 
functions fitted to the data are given by the red curves. 
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Transitions at the Copper K-Edge 
According to the measurements shown in Figure 6.9, a very fast transition at the Cu K-edge, 
immediately after injection, can be clearly observed. Within only a few acquired spectra the entire 
transition completes. Due to the coarse spectra density within the relevant time frame both scan 
directions have to be evaluated. To cope with small deviations between up and down spectra, the LC fits 
of each spectrum is performed with a set of reference spectra of the same scan direction. Two references 
(A, B) are used to describe the initial and final states. These haven been extracted at -0.3 s (A) and 
+2.3 s (B). Results of the LCA are shown in the plots of Figure 6.11. The data points at L = 0 ms within 
the dead time have been added to enable proper fitting of the data. The progression of the LC coefficients 
can be well described by means of a single term exponential function. Corresponding fits are shown by 
the red solid curves. With regard to the quality of these fits a time constant of 30 ms ± 2 ms can be 
attributed to this transition. 
Based on various complementary measurements and previous characterization of the reactor 
and injection system by Just, a slow mixing or failed injection can be ruled out with great certainty. The 
determined time constant is thus, in fact given by the dynamics of the nucleation of Cu based nano 
crystals [140]. Furthermore, this measurement is presumably the fastest reaction which has ever been 
observed with the QEXAFS technique. 
Besides this fast transition, the observation at the Zn K-edge suggests a second transition at the 
Cu K-edge. This is based on the assumption that the Zn atoms are incorporated into nano crystals which 
already contain Cu to eventually form CTZS. Within the timeframe of about 100 s after injection, the 
K-edge XANES of Cu shows only minor deviations from each other (see Figure 6.9). Merely a small 
change around the first local maximum is noticeable by eye. To increase the sensitivity of the LCA, only 
down spectra are considered and beforehand digitally filtered in the time domain (see section 4.3.1). The 
used filter window width covers 20 spectra or approximately 1.1 s. This dampens deviations which occur 
Figure 6.11: LC coefficients and error of up and down spectra at the Cu K-edge. The data points at L = 0 ms are added by manually. The red solid lines represent a fit of an exponential function. The 
light red shaded area indicates the dead time caused by the injection. 
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on shorter time scales such as noise contributions. In Figure 6.12 LC fits of raw (light points) and filtered 
(solid points) spectra are shown. The spread of the LC coefficients and the LCA error are clearly reduced 
by means of the applied filter. Here, the LCA is based on four reference spectra (A-D). The initial state 
before injection is described by a spectrum extracted at -7.2 s (A). The final state of the fast transition 
is captured by a reference spectra extracted at +1.0 s  (B). The final state of the slow transition is 
provided by two references, which have been extracted at +35.7 s (C) and +117.6 s (D). These are again 
summed to give a single measure of the final state. 
Although deviations of the XANES spectra are hardly noticeable by eye, the LCA clearly 
reveals a transition of the expected shape and a two term exponential function can describe this transition 
satisfyingly. A fit with fixed time constants set to the LCA results of the Zn K-edge are shown by the 
red solid curves in the left plot of Figure 6.12. 
Discussion 
The nucleation and growth of nano-crystalline CTZS has been investigated by means of 
simultaneous measurement of Cu and Zn K-edges with 28 ms time resolution. A very fast transition of 
Cu could be observed immediately after hot injection of the reactant. Although the reaction speed is 
quite close to the time resolution of the measurement, the governing time constant could be determined 
with a good certainty to 30 ms ± 2 ms. This coincides with the typical progression expected by 
instantaneous crystallization from a hot-injection [140]. Within a time frame of a few 100 ms the entire 
amount of Cu has nucleated and transformed into the solid state. Since the Zn K-edge did not change 
substantially within this timeframe, it still has to be in its precursor form and the Cu atoms most likely 
built Copper-Sulfur or Cupper-Tin-Sulfur compounds. At the Zn K-edge a much slower transition on 
the second time scale was observed. By means of LCA, a correlated transition could also be found at 
the Cu K-edge. Thus, these transitions, which complete within about 50 s reveal the incorporation of Zn 
Figure 6.12: LC coefficients and error of raw (light points) and digital filtered (solid points) down
spectra at the Cu K-edge. The red curves represent fits of two term exponential functions with fixed 
time constants  and ( taken from the Zinc transition (see Figure 6.10). 
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atoms into the already existing crystals. It is yet unclear at which stage Sn comes into play. Thus, further 
investigations, in particular on the Sn K-edge, are required. 
The observed nucleation of Cu is presumably the fastest reaction which has ever been captured 
with the QEXAFS technique. The fast gridded ionization chambers and current-to-voltage amplifiers 
are essential to reach the required time resolution, whereas the reactor and the injection system enabled 
a fast trigger of the investigated reaction. Without the coordinated interplay of all components the 
nucleation process could not have been resolved this detailed. 
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7 Summary and Outlook 
The principles of time resolved hard X-ray absorption spectroscopy according to the QEXAFS 
method was comprehensively discussed. Based on the discussed important aspects of QEXAFS 
instrumentation an entirely new QEXAFS setup with millisecond time resolution has been developed 
[16]. The entire measurement chain was reviewed with respect to the frequency response of each 
component, followed by intensive studies of planar parallel plate and gridded ionization chambers. 
According to the developed concept two monochromators have been constructed assembled and 
installed at the synchrotron radiation facilities PETRA III (DESY, Germany) and SLS (PSI, 
Switzerland). While the P64 beamline at the PETRA III storage ring is still in the commissioning phase, 
the new QEXAFS monochromator at the SuperXAS beamline (SLS) is operational and available for the 
user community since January 2015 [4,13]. 
Based on a direct drive torque motor a new driving scheme and monochromator concept was 
developed (see Chapter 3). The novel open-loop drive proved to be ideally suited for dedicated QEXAFS 
monochromators. The rotor, which connects the Bragg axis of the crystals, oscillates in a magnetic 
potential minimum created by the stator of the drive. The implemented scheme allows remote control 
of the oscillation frequency and spectral range by altering and periodically perturbing the magnetic 
potential. Since no control feedback loop is required the achievable oscillation frequencies are only 
limited by the maximum torque of the drive. This allows to reach high oscillation frequencies, which in 
turn define the time resolution of the experiment. Oscillation frequencies of up to 50 Hz, yielding 100 
spectra per second, have been realize with this setup. The crystal motion was investigated under various 
operating conditions and showed always a near sinusoidal trajectory, which reduces vibrations and 
unnecessary load within the mechanics. This property in particular contributes to stability and 
reproducibility of the QEXAFS measurements. 
To acquire absorption spectra with the new monochromator, a new data acquisition system 
(DAQ) was developed (see Chapter 4). It is capable of processing and visualizing the incoming data in 
real time. This allows measurements to run uninterrupted for hours. All relevant analog and digital 
signals originating from the detectors, i.e. ionization chambers, and the angular encoder, are sampled 
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synchronously with an adjustable sampling rate of up to 2 MHz. Synchronicity is critical for the 
accuracy of the energy scale of each spectrum and was successfully established and verified. 
QEXAFS often yields the best results in transmission geometry using gaseous ionization 
chambers. These measure the X-ray flux without interfering strongly with the properties of the beam 
and their intrinsic absorption can be optimized to the relevant photon energy by adjusting the pressure 
and the type of the filling. Regarding QEXAFS the bandwidth of ionization chambers is of particular 
interest. Therefore planar parallel plate and gridded ionization chambers have been built and investigated 
with respect to their dynamic behavior (see Chapter 5). By means of step response measurements their 
specific convolution kernels were determined. The influence of the electric field strength, the relative 
beam position and the filling gas on the step response was investigated in detail. Based on the developed 
theoretical model the effective ion mobility was defined and used to describe the response behavior. 
Distinct differences between nitrogen and argon filled planar parallel plate ionization chambers were 
noticed. While in the nitrogen filled ionization chamber the created ion distribution showed to be 
constant over the drift time, it was observed that the ion distribution in the argon filled ionization 
chamber is not necessarily constant and can change during the ion drift. Moreover, the investigations 
showed that the response time of conventional ionization chambers is always dominated by the ion drift 
velocity and therefore severely limited. As a consequence, the achievable bandwidth with conventional 
ionization chambers is insufficient for fast QEXAFS measurements. Therefore, gridded ionization 
chambers were developed, which suppress the ionic contribution to the output ionization current. Step 
response measurements have been performed in the same way and showed that the bandwidth of the 
gridded ionization chambers is in fact significantly increased by about two orders of magnitude. The 
rise time was determined to be shorter than 3.5 µs. The high bandwidth of the gridded ionization 
chamber allows to exploit the capabilities of the new QEXAFS monochromator and DAQ. Furthermore, 
the dependency of the relative beam position on the rise time, which was observed with conventional 
ionization chambers, is no longer existent. 
With the complete QEXAFS setup installed at the SuperXAS beamline, first XANES and 
EXAFS measurements of static samples have been performed to investigate the capabilities and 
reproducibility (see Chapter 6). In particular consecutive XANES spectra acquired with various scan 
rates were analyzed. Only at high scan rates minor differences appear, resembling a small energy 
shift-like deviation. At the maximum scan rate of 100 spectra per second this energy shift amounts to 
approximately 0.3 eV. At scan rates of 80 spectra per second and less no deviations were noticeable. 
High quality EXAFS spectra up to about k = 14 Å-1 have been acquired with various scan rates up to 60 
spectra per second. Differences or an increase in noise at high wave numbers were hardly noticeable. 
To demonstrate the capabilities of the QEXAFS system studying dynamic samples, the 
formation and growth of Cu2ZnSnS4 of nanocrystals were investigated in-situ. This material was 
synthesized with an in-situ liquid chemical reactor in an one-pot hot-injection synthesis. The QEXAFS 
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monochromator allowed to record X-ray absorption spectra at the copper and the zinc K-edges quasi 
simultaneously, covering about 1250 eV in total, with a repetition rate of 36 spectra per second. Multiple 
transitions involving both absorption edges were observed and analyzed by means of linear combination 
fitting (LCF). It was shown that copper transforms very quickly at the beginning of the reaction and 
nucleates completely within a few 100 ms, while the zinc K-edge remained unaltered at the beginning. 
A transition at the zinc K-edge was observed on a much large time scale and completed within about 
50 seconds. Due to the direct temporal correlation between both edges and the high sensitivity of linear 
combination analysis a weak transition with the same characteristic progression could also be identified 
at the copper K-edge. It was deduced that zinc atoms are incorporated in the already existing copper 
based nanocrystals. 
This reaction was evaluated solely with the software program JAQ, which was specifically 
developed to enable QEXAFS data evaluation. The implemented algorithms and the generic workflow 
were outlined in the text. JAQ enables access to each spectrum contained in the QEXAFS data set and 
provides tools to edit, process and analyze them. Besides conventional tools, such as LCA, JAQ also 
offers unique features such as Time Correction Interpolation and digital energy and time filters. These 
functions specifically exploit the inherent temporal correlation between individual spectra, which is not 
as easily feasible as with comparable software programs. The distribution and access of capable software 
programs, like JAQ, is important for the growing user community and needs to be addressed. By adding 
more analytical methods the significance can be further increased. 
The example of the nanocrystal growth experiment showed the importance of specialized 
sample cells and trigger mechanisms to investigate very fast chemical reactions. The observed transition 
at the copper K-edge progressed with a characteristic time constant of about 30 ms and is presumably 
the fastest reaction which has ever been captured with the QEXAFS technique. From a metrological 
point of view especially the gridded ionization chambers and the fast current amplifiers enabled the 
acquisition. The observation was made possible due to the almost instant mixing of the chemicals on a 
low millisecond time scale. Specialized in-situ sample cells with a minimized dead volume and novel 
trigger mechanism are required to make full use of high speed QEXAFS setups. 
Apart from currently available sub-second QEXAFS beamlines at synchrotron radiation 
facilities, including NSLS II (USA), SPring-8 (Japan), SOLEIL (France) and SLS (Switzerland) new 
dedicated beamlines are presently planned and built worldwide. The next QEXAFS beamlines expected 
to become operational are located at PETRA III (Germany), NSLS II (USA), TPS (TAIWAN), PLS II 
(South Korea), LNLS (Brazil), SSRL (USA) and MAX IV (Sweden). The discussed QEXAFS setup 
provides a solid foundation for dedicated hard X-ray spectroscopic beamlines and two of the four current 
and future QEXAFS Beamlines in Europe have been built accordingly during this work. The accessible 
photon energy with the presented monochromator ranges from about 4 keV to 40 keV allowing access 
to K- or L-edges of almost all relevant elements. The acquisition rate and the spectral range of X-ray 
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absorption measurements can be remotely adjusted, making it ideal for dedicated user experiments. 
Moreover, the mechanical complexity of the monochromator was reduced to increase durability and 
lessen maintenance and downtime. The developed unique drive concept allows millisecond QEXAFS 
measurements as well as conventional step scans. For the first time, this allows all applications in scope 
of hard X-ray spectroscopic beamlines to be covered with a single monochromator. Another crucial 
development is given with gridded ionization chambers, which feature extremely short response times 
and enable acquisition of high quality absorption spectra on shortest time scales. It was shown that with 
gridded ionization chambers up and down spectra of static samples are truly indistinguishable at high 
acquisition rates up to 80 spectra per second. This solves a problem which inevitably persists with 
conventional parallel plate ionization chambers and requires to treat the different scan directions 
separately or to even discard one scan direction completely. With the gridded ionization chambers and 
the fast data acquisition system both scan directions can now be evaluated without constrains. 
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Appendix A – Estimation of the Maximum Scan 
Rate in QEXAFS Measurements 
In the following the inequality (4.2), which estimates the maximum energy scan rate in 
QEXAFS measurements, assuming a sinusoidal crystal deflection, is derived. In combination with the 
energy resolution of the monochromator, the result can be used to define the required sampling 
frequency of QEXAFS measurements. 
The relevant energy scan rate is given by the absolute value of the first derivative of the 
energy-time function, L
, of the scan. Starting with Braggs equation, 
L
 = ℎB2 1456#?@L
% (A.1) 
and assuming a sinusoidal crystal oscillation, 
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the first derivative yields equation (A.3). 
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 2,XYZcos 2,XYZL
 BK4#?@L
%456#?@L
%( (A.3) 
The Bragg angle ?@, is always positive and never exceeds 90°, thus the fraction containing the 
trigonometric functions in equation (A.3) can be estimated upwards by inequality (A.4). 
BK4#?@L
%456#?@L
%( = BK4 sin2,XYZL
 + ?
456 sin2,XYZL
 + ?
( < BK4? − 
456? − 
( (A.4) 
The cosine function, cos2,XYZL
, obviously oscillates between ±1. Since in any case the absolute 
value of  L⁄  is of interest and the right side term of inequality (A.4) is always positive for possible 
values of ? and , the cosine function can be estimated in any direction. This finally leads to inequality 
(A.5.), which is used in equation (4.2). 
L dWw < ℎB2 2,XYZ BK4? − 
456? − 
( (A.5) 
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Appendix B – JAQ File Formats 
The data acquisition software, which runs the DAQ (see Chapter 4) creates two files: 
[Filename].bin and [Filename]_Encoder.bin. These contain the QEXAFS raw signals and can be 
processed by JAQ (see Chapter 4). JAQ itself generates additional files which allow to retrieve the 
contained spectra: [Filename]_SplitPositions, [Filename]_Calibrations.bin and [Filename].qexafs. The 
latter contains precalculated absorption spectra and does not require access to the other files. In the 
following the structure of all relevant files are given. 
 
 
 
 
Table B.1: Data structure of the [Filename].bin file. This file is written during acquistion by the 
DAQ’s software. 
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Table B.4: Data structure of the [Filename]_Calibration file. This file is created by JAQ. 
Table B.3: Data structure of the [Filename]_SplitPositions file. This file is created by JAQ. 
Table B.2: Data stucture of the [Filename]_Encoder file. This file is written during acquisition by 
the DAQ’s software. 
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Table B.5: Data structure of the [Filename].qexafs file. This file is create by JAQ. It is in particlarly 
used for the digital filtering moduel in JAQ. 
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Appendix C – Generalized Time Base of 
QEXAFS measurements 
Often QEXAFS measurements require a time base, which attributes a specific point in time to 
each spectrum. For instance, this is important if transients are to be investigated or if acquired spectra 
are to be correlated with other measurements, which have been performed synchronously. Implying a 
nearly constant oscillation frequency with only small variations, i.e. jitter, a reasonable time base can be 
defined by equation (C.1). 
 〈LZ〉: = 25 + 14〈,XYZ〉 + 〈L〉 (C.1) 
Accordingly, to compute the center time 〈LZ〉: of the 5th spectrum only the mean frequency 〈,XYZ〉, which 
is given by equation (4.11) or (C.2), and an arbitrary time offset 〈L〉 needs to be known. 
 〈,XYZ〉 = 12 ! − 14d − 4 (C.2) 
In the following, equation (4.13), which determines 〈L〉 based on the split positions 4: (see section 4.2.1) 
is derived. The 4: count from 0 to ! − 1 and refer to the time index of the reversal points of the of 
monochromator crystal’s oscillation. Without any jitter and without any uncertainties in the 
determination of the split positions, the mean time offset 〈L〉 would be equal to 4. The exact center 
time of the 5th spectrum is given by equation (C.3). 
LZ,: = 4: + 4:2  (C.3) 
Following the idea of equation (C.1), this exact center time can also be defined by equation (C.4) with 
the mean oscillation frequency and a yet unknown time offset L,:. 
 LZ,: = 25 + 14〈,XYZ〉 + L,: (C.4) 
Putting equations (C.2) to (C.4) together the specific time offset of the 5th spectrum can be determined 
by equation (C.5). 
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L,: = 4: + 4:2 − 25 + 1
 4d − 42! − 1
  (C.5) 
Averaging this center time over all ! − 1 spectra finally yields equation (C.8), which is the claimed 
result. 
〈L〉 = 1! − 1 & L,:d(:  
= 12! − 1
 & 4: + 4:
d(: − 4d − 42! − 1
( & 25 + 1
d(:  
= 12! − 1
 4 + 4d
 + 12! − 1
 & 24:d(: − 12 4d − 4
 
(C.6) 
(C.7) 
(C.8) 
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Appendix D – Pulse Creation by Charge 
Induction 
In section 5.1.2 the pulse and step response of planar parallel plate ionization chambers is 
derived by considering the time dependent surface charges caused by the electron and ion drift between 
the plates. The induced surface charge which is caused by a static point charge can be determined by 
means of Greens reciprocity theorem as given in equation (D.1). 
Ô àá′P + ã >á′gä = Ô à′áP + ã >′ágä  (D.1) 
Here á is the electric potential which is caused by a space charge à within the Volume P and a surface 
charge > at the boundary åP. Analogous the potential á′ is caused by a space charge à′ and a surface 
charge >′ within the same volume and boundary. 
In the following two infinitely large planar parallel electrodes are assumed and the Green 
reciprocity theorem is applied for two different electrostatic configurations. These are schematically 
shown in figure D.1. In the first configuration, the two electrodes are grounded. A space charge à between the electrodes causes the electric potential á and the surface charges > on these electrodes. 
In the second configuration, voltages Ý and Ý are applied to the electrodes causing the electric 
potential á′ and surface charges >′. There shall be no space charge in this configuration. 
The integration volume is chosen to be congruent with the cuboid bounded by the two 
electrodes. In this way both integrals on the right side of equation (D.1) vanish. The right volume integral 
is zero since no space charge is present, thus à = 0, and the right surface integral is zero because the 
electric potential á is zero on the only surfaces (which are the grounded electrodes) at which the surface 
charge >′ is different from zero. The left side of equation (D.1) behaves differently. The left surface 
integral can be reduced to equation (D.4), since the surface charge > can only exist on the electrodes 
and the electric potential has to be constant there. 
(D.2) 
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ã >ág =ä ã >á′g + ã >á′g  
= Ý ã >g + Ý ã >g  = ÆÝ + ÆÝ 
(D.3) 
(D.4) 
The charges Æ and Æ are the induced charges on the corresponding electrodes. The left volume integral 
depends on the space charge à and the potential á′. To obtain the induced charge as a result of a single 
point charge, such as an ion or electron, the space charge à can be written with a delta function as given 
in equation (D.5). 
 àæ
 = Æbæ − æ
 (D.5) 
The electric potential á′ is known from electrostatics and is given by equation (D.6) where Ç is the 
perpendicular coordinate on the electrodes and ÈW is the distance between them. 
 áÇ
 = Ý − Ý
 ÇÈW + Ý (D.6) 
Thus equation (D.1) gives 
 
ÆÇÈW Ý − Ý
 + ÆÝ + ÆÝ + ÆÝ = 0 (D.7) 
and taking into account that Æ + Æ + Æ = 0 finally yields equations (D.8) and (D.9). 
 Æ = −Æ 1 − ÇÈW Æ = −Æ ÇÈW 
(D.8) 
(D.9) 
These equations determine the induced charges Æ and Æ on the corresponding electrodes as a result of 
a static point charge at Ç between the electrodes. 
  
Figure D.1: Shown are two different electrostatic configurations which are used with Greens 
reciprocity theorem, equation (D.1), to determine the induced surface charges, which are caused by 
a point charge at Ç. 
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Appendix E – Electron Momentum Transfer 
Cross Sections 
In section 5.1.1 the drift velocity and the mean energy of electrons, which are subject to an 
external homogenous electric field, in gaseous environment are calculated by means of the MAGBOLTZ 
2 code [116]. The following figures show the momentum transfer cross sections used in the calculations. 
Further or updated cross sections can be found in the LXcat database of the Plasma Data Exchange 
Project at http://www.lxcat.net/. 
Figure E.1: Electron momentum transfer cross section of of nitrogen 
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Figure E.2: Electron momentum transfer cross section of of argon. 
Figure E.3: Electron momentum transfer cross section of of carbon dioxide. 
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E.4: Electron momentum transfer cross section of of ammonia. 
Figure E.5: Electron momentum transfer cross section of of methane. 
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Appendix F – Effective Ion Mobility 
In section 5.1.2 the pulse and step response of planar parallel plate ionization chambers is 
derived by considering the time dependent surface charges caused by the electron and ion drift between 
the plates. Here this approach is followed to investigate the correlation between the ion mobility  and 
the first derivative of the step response within the slope region. 
The induced surface charge Æ caused by an ion of charge Æ, at the position Ç between two planar 
parallel electrodes, ÈW apart, was derived in the Appendix D and is given by equations (5.3), (D.8) or 
(F.1). 
ÆÇ
 = −Æ 1 − ÇÈW (F.1) 
In the following this equation is generalized for multiple ions. To begin with only identical ions are 
considered. All ions of this species carry the same electrical charge Æ and have the same mobility . 
Superposition of all 6 ions yields the total induced surface charge Æç  and result in equation (F.6). 
Æç ÇZ
 = bÛÇ
 + ⋯ + bÛÇe
 
= −Æ 1 − ÇÈW − ⋯ − Æ 1 − ÇeÈW 
= −Æ 1 − ⋯ − 1 − ÇÈW − ⋯ − ÇeÈW 
= −6Æ 1 − ÇZÈW 
= −Æè 1 − ÇZÈW 
(F.2) 
(F.3) 
(F.4) 
(F.5) 
(F.6) 
Here ÇZ refers to the center of mass of the ions and Æè denotes the total charge. The drift motion of the 
center of gravity with the electric field ℇ present, is given by equation (F.7). 
ÇZ = Ç + 12 ℰL (F.7) 
The factor 1 2⁄  originates from the continuous creation of new ions at Ç. Consequently the total charge 
also increases linearly with time. Given a constant ion creation rate Ü, which may also include the 
multiplicity of the charge state of the considered ion species, the total charge is given by equation (F.8). 
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Æè = ÜL (F.8) 
Combining equations (F.6) to (F.8) leads to the total time dependent surface charge Æç L
. Its result is 
given in equation (F.9). 
Æç L
 =  −ÜL 1 − ÇÈW − ℰ2ÈW L (F.9) 
This equation is valid until the first ion reaches the electrode. From that moment on the center of mass 
and the total charge become constant and Æç  independent of time. The time derivate of Æç L
 yields the 
electrical current caused (only) by the considered ion species during the step response. Hence, the second 
derivative, given in equation (F.11), reflects the slope of the step response. 
 (L( Æç L
 = L L
 
= ÜℰÈW  
(F.10) 
(F.11) 
If the considered ion species is the only one, which is continuously created during operation of the 
ionization chamber, the equilibrium current "Û, which settles when the output current becomes stable, 
is equal to Ü and equation (F.11) can be expressed as stated in (F.12). 
 L L
 = ℰÈW "Û (F.12) 
Thus the actual ion mobility can be determine by equation (F.13). 
  = ÈW"Ûℰ L L
 (F.13) 
Multiple Ion Species 
If different species of ions are created or are transformed into each other during the drift, 
equation (F.13) no longer holds and needs to be modified. For each possible ion species a mobility : 
and a creation rate Ü: need to be taken into account. Following the approach from above and 
superimposing the contributions of all ion species leads to equation (F.14). 
 (L( Æç L
 = ℰÈW & Ü:::  (F.14) 
The sum goes over all ion species, whose drift path is not yet fully developed. If an ion of one species 
reaches the electrode this species is no longer part of the sum. From equation (F.14) finally follows  
 ̂ ≔ "Û & Ü::: = ÈW"Ûℰ L L
 (F.15) 
which is used in section 5.2.3 to analyze the step response functions of planar parallel plate ionization 
chambers. The quantity ̂ will be called the effective ion mobility. 
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